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1. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 
1.1. In recent years reliable data on Tupi -Guarani 
languages, both lexical and grammatical, have b e -
come available to a much higher degree than b e f o -
re. Thus the possibilities of comparative l inguistics 
in this family have increased considerably since the 
times of the first competent ciassifications^, which 
were those of Aryon Dali'Igna Rodrigues and B e r -
nard Pettier. In spite of the enormous amount of 
new data obtained within the last twenty f ive 
years , we are still far from having suff icient i n f o r -
mation about many of the Tupi -Guarani languages; 
sometimes it is even too late, because languages 
are simply dying out, as is the case of G u a r a s u -
Pauserna. But Aryon D. Rodrigues and his disciples 
have been trying to establish the historical r e l a -
tionship between Tupi-Guarani languages on the 
basis of recently published and unpublished m a t e -
rial (see especially Rodrigues 1 9 8 4 / 8 5 and Ch. J e n -
sen 1984) , reconstructing with increasing t rustwor -
thiness different stages in the evolution of Pro -
t o - T u p i - G u a r a n i languages^. 
1 We shall mainly consider Tupi -Guarani languages 
(in terms of Rodrigues 1958b) , not Tupi -Guarani 
stock, perhaps with the exception of Aweti and 
Sateré -Mawé, which Rodrigues ( 1 9 8 4 / 8 5 : 3 5 ) c o n -
siders as "aberrant" , but see below 8 .2 .2 . and 9 .2 .6 . 
2 It seems to be more reasonable to think of l a n -
guages in the plural and not only of one PTG 
(Proto -Tupi -Guarani ) . Experience in the field of 
Indo-European languages has shown that the r e -
construction of a single proto- language is only a 
1.2 .1 . In this paper I will consider linguistic e v i d -
ence from phonology and morphology for internal 
classif ication of Tupi -Guarani . Lexical coherence 
has been shown by various authors, including L e m -
le ( 1 9 7 1 ) , although her first aim was a phonological 
classif ication. Leite (1982) studied the place of 
Tapirapé within the Tupi -Guarani family on the 
basis of vowel changes. It is evident that the 
grouping of languages depends on the criteria a p -
plied. Rodrigues, for instance, showed that the 
traditional division of the family into Tupi and 
Guarani languages, which was founded on the c o n -
servation of - s - in Tupi and its change to - h - in 
Guarani, is not suff icient for a genetic c l a s s i f i c a -
tion and that lexical comparison leads to quite 
different results (Rodrigues 1964 :103 ) . Rodrigues' 
recently published paper on the "Internal r e l a t i o n -
ship within the Tupi -Guarani language family" ( R o -
drigues 1 9 8 4 / 8 5 ) is based on evidence from h i s t o r i -
cal phonology. 
1 .2 .2 . Ultimately, the purpose of the present study 
will be a genetic grouping, too, because the c r i t e -
ria for the comparison of phonetic, phonological, 
and morphological properties were mostly chosen 
according to the principle of conservation or loss 
of a feature of one of the "c lassical " languages of 
the family, that is, of Tupinambá (Old Tupi) and 
Avañe 'é (Modern Paraguayan Guarani). Questions of 
genetic relationship are also involved when we 
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hypothetical construct, but may never have been a 
historical reality. 
consider innovations unknown in one of the " c l a s -
sical" languages^. 
2. DATA BASIS AND METHODS 
2 .1 . We include 29 languages in the phonetic and 
phonological comparison. Here the available data 
are just suff icient in some cases, but others must 
be excluded from the morphological study because 
of lack of information; this is the case of Xetá , 
Guarasu-Pauserna, Canoeiro. Moreover, our inform-
ation is rather incomplete for Aweti and S a t e r é -
Mawé morphology and grammar. The languages and 
dialects taken into general consideration are: 
Southern languages (Paraguay and S o u t h - E a s t e r n 
Brazilian areas) 
Tb: Tupinambá (Rodrigues 1955, 1958, 1959; 
Lemos Barbosa 1956) 
Av: Avañe 'é or Paraguayan Guarani (Guasch 1956, 
1 9 6 1 / 6 2 ) 
Ap: Apapocuva (Nimuendaju 1914) 
3 We are not concerned with the distinction b e t -
ween languages and dialects. We could say that 
Apapocuva is a dialect of Mbyá, Avañe 'é an e l a b -
orated dialect of Kaiwá, and that Chañé and Izoce -
ñ o - T a p y i are dialects of Chiriguano; but as we will 
see, there are many degrees of relationship, and it 
is diff icult and rather useless to say to which one 
we have to apply the distinction of ' language' v e r -
sus 'dialect' . Generally, there are no widespread 
languages of such prestige, to which others could 
politically or culturally be subcategorized as d i a -
lects. 
Mb: Mbyá (Dooley 1982, 1990; Meader 1961; Ramos 
and Martínez 1984) 
Kw: Kaiwá (Bridgeman 1961, 1976, 1981; A. T a y -
lor 1962; J. Taylor 1961, 1976) 
Xt : Xetá (Rodrigues 1978) 
Gk: Guayakí (Cadogan 1965, 1968) 
Bolivian languages 
Ch: Chlr iguano-Ava (Dietrich 1986)* 
CT: Chiriguano-Tapyi or Izoceño or Izozo (Scl iu-
chard 1979, Dietrich 1986) 
Gy: Guarayo (Hoeller 1932a, 1932b) 
Ps: Pauserna or Guarasu (Riester 1972) 
Si: Siriono (Schermair 1958, 1962; Priest and 
McQuilkin Priest 1965) 
Northern or Amazonian languages 
Wa: Wayapi of French Guiana (Grenand 1980, 1989) 
WJ: Wayapi of the Jari River/Brazil (Olson 
1975, 1976, 1977; R. Oison 1978; A. Jensen 
1982; Ch. Jensen 1984) 
Em: Emérillon (A. Jensen 1979; Navet 1987) 
Cn: Canoeiro (Harrison 1974; Rivet 1924) 
AsT: A s u r i n i of Trocará/Tocantins River (Harri -
son 1971, 1975; Nicholson 1975a, 1975b, 1976a , 
1976b, 1982) 
A s X : Asurini of the Xingu River (Nicholson 1982) 
" Tapiete is very closely related to Chiriguano 
and has to be considered one of its dialects; it 
seems certain that the Tapiete got their language 
from the Chir iguano-Ava (see Dietrich 1 9 8 6 : 2 0 1 -
202) . Another dialect is Chañé, which is also c l o s e -
ly related to Chiriguano-Ava (see Dietrich 1986 : 
1 9 9 - 2 0 1 ) . 
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Te: Tembé (Boudin 1978) 
Gj: Guajajara (Harrison 1986) 
Ub: Urubú-Kaapor (Kakumasu 1986) 
Tp: Tapirapé (Almeida et al. 1983; Leite 1977, 
1982, 1987) 
Pt: Parintintin (Betts 1981; Pease 1962, 1968; 
Pease and Betts 1971) 
Kb: Kayabl (Dobson 1976a, 1976b, 1977a, 1977b. 
1983a, 1983b, 1983c, 1983d)5 
Km: Kamayurá (Saelzer 1974; Brandon and Seki 
1981, 1984; Seki 1982) 
Co: Cocama (Faust 1971, 1972) 
Aw: Aweti (Fonini Montserrat 1976) 
Jm: Juma (Pease 1977; Abrahamson 1984) 
SM: Sateré -Maué or Mawé (Koch-Grünberg 1932; 
Nimuendaju 1929; Graham and Harrison 
1984)6 
PTG: reconstructed Proto -Tupi -Guarani . 
The comparative results are shown in several s e p -
arate matrices. A positive fulfi l lment of a criterion 
is marked by '+ ' and counted one point with regard 
to a correspondence in another language. Negative 
= ) A s K o c h - G r ü n b e r g ( 1 9 0 2 : 3 5 9 ) t e l l s in his 
study about Apiacá, Kayabi seems to be closely 
related to Apiacá; Rodrigues ( 1 9 8 4 / 8 5 : 41) puts 
it together with Parintintin and Kawahib, though 
with a question mark. But as there is no modern 
descr ipt ion of Apiacá, we do not include this 
language here. 
6 ) There is not only a difference of time b e t -
ween the studies of Maué by Koch-Grünberg in 
1932, Nimuendaju in 1929, and Graham and Harrison 
forty or f i f t y years later, but there may also be 
a difference between two dialects. However, there 
is enough to see that it is the same language. 
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answers are marked by and counted null points 
in comparison with a ' + ' for the same criterion in 
another language, but one point for another 
Partial fulfi l lments are marked by ' ± ' and counted 
half a point as compared to a ' + ' or ' - ' . Remote 
ref lexes are marked by and counted 0 .3 points 
as compared to '+ ' (see also sections 3 .3 . , 4 .1 . and 
8.1.). 
I am greatly indebted to Aryon D. Rodrigues for 
giving me general and methodical hints, and to 
Cheryl Jensen, Yonne Leite, Lucy Seki, and Robert 
A. Dooley, who gave me precious information about 
the particular Tupi -Guarani languages of which 
they are specialists and thus filled many of the 
gaps I had had in my questionnaire. All remained 
errors, of course, are my own. 
2 .2 . Besides comparison of recently collected data, 
it is most helpful to consider old descriptions of 
Tupi -Guarani from the Jesuitic times, above all the 
dictionary by Antonio Ruiz de Montoya (1639) , 
which also serves as an exhaustive etymological 
dictionary for the modern languages. 
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3. PHONOLOGICAL CRITERIA 
3 .1 . Technique of comparison 
As a basis for the phonological and phonetic c l a s -
sif ication presented here'', we took a lot of c r i t e -
ria whose importance will be discussed at each 
place. Some of the criteria allow a simple binary 
answer, for example "Is word stress on the last 
syl lable of the root, yes or no?" . But sometimes we 
have a larger number of possibilities. For example, 
if we ask "What is the reflex of intervocalic 
of Proto -Tupi -Guarani? " , we have f ive possibil it ies : 
/ ? / , / c / , / s / , / h / , or 0. There may be also i n t e r -
mediate solutions, as when we find languages with 
final consonants on roots or suff ixes , languages 
without them, and languages which show only some 
of the possibilities of other languages. For e x a m -
ple, Guarayo has a final - r , but no final - p , - b , - t , 
etc. 
3 .2 . First set of phonological criteria 
3 .2 .1 . Treatment of f inal consonants 
Since Anchleta 's grammar of Old Tupi (Anchieta 
1595) , the main characteristic of Tupi was held to 
be the conservation of final consonants; these are 
'' We consider phonemes as well as allophones, 
because the latter ones may be very Important for 
a language type. The distinction between prenasal 
stops and nasal consonants Is never phonological In 
Tupl -Guaranl languages; however, It distinguishes 
languages where [mb) alternates with (m) according 
to the oral or nasal surroundings from languages 
where there Is [ml In all contexts . 
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lost in the Guaranlan languages®: Old Tupi aipysyk^ 
'I caught, grasped' - Guarani aipysy. Montoya has 
many of the old final consonants, but not all of 
them: Instead of - k , - n g , - m , - n , - b , - r , he has 
only - g , - b , and - r . For instance, Montoya ahupityg 
® A more detailed description is to be found in 
Rodrigues (1945 : 3 3 6 - 3 4 1 and 1 9 8 6 : 3 0 - 3 1 ) . Rodrigues 
found that ancient Northern Tupi always had f inal 
consonants, which were dropped in the South of 
Brazil and Proto-Guarani. The reflex of a dropped 
- n was a nasal vowel (amán 'cloud, rain' > amä). 
At the times of Montoya, Guarani was also d r o p -
ping the final consonants; for example, Proto -Tupi 
jukyra 'salt '> Proto-Guarani juk^r > Modern Guarani 
juky. Thus, Cocama, Parintintin, and to some e x -
tent, Tapirapé conserved the situation of P r o t o -
Tupi ; Tembé, Guajajara, Kayabi, Kamayurá, and 
others conserved that of Proto-Guarani. 
® In order to make possible a comparison of the 
sounds, we use a standardized transcription, s u b -
stituting some of the symbols used by the original 
authors, especially <y> for the high central vowel 
W (which may be <-H>, <i>, <ü>, etc. in the original 
texts ) ; <kw> for < k u - > , < c u - > ; <w> for < h u - > ; <j> 
for (yl; <c> for <ts>; <ch> for <l> or <x>; <x> for 
[I]: <o> for <g> or the like; <'> for the glottal stop 
(?1; <p> for the bilabial fricative [pi, <¿> for a 
palatalized (s), and <e> for Schwa. < > mean o r -
thographic symbols. Word stress is marked by ' on 
oral vowels. The symbol * marks unstressed and 
stressed nasal vowels. In oxytone languages the 
last syl lable marked by ' indicates nasalization and 
stress ; in paroxytone languages, " on the p e n u l -
timate syllable marks nasalization and stress . In all 
other cases the symbol " marks unstressed nasal 
vowels. 
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'I reached him' - Gy acupity - Pt aupit^g. How-
ever, f inal - r and - b are used only with suf f ixes : 
Montoya aá 'I fell , was born' - aarisé 'I nearly 
fel l ' ; ahasá 'I crossed, passed by' - ndahasábi 'I 
did not cross' ; c h e - r a y 'my son' - nda che r a j r i 'I 
don't have sons' . Montoya notes the lexical stems 
as aá(r), tasá(b) , and tay(r) . 
In modern languages, final consonants are ful ly 
preserved in Em, Cn, AsX, Te, Gj, Kb, Km, Aw, 
Jm, and SM. In Urubú there is no final - b , - p , nor 
- n , and final consonants drop if in contact with 
initial consonants of the following word: Mani'ok 
jande japirok [mani'ó jandé japirók) (cf. Kakumasu 
1986 :400 ) . AsT shows in some way the pattern d e s -
cribed in Montoya: AsT ke(r) 'sleep' appears as 
oké 'he, she, it sleeps, slept' , but o k é n - t a 'he, she, 
it will sleep' , because - r alternates with - n (Har -
rison 1971 :45) . The only final consonants are - m , 
- n , and - w ; in all other cases the final root c o n -
sonant is followed by a vocalic suff ix , so that in a 
given text these final consonants do not appear at 
the ends of words. The same observation can be 
made for Parintintin and, less strictly, for T a p i -
rapé. Cocama has preserved all the old final c o n s o -
nants, but added the substantive marker - a to all 
nominal stems; all verbs also have developed a 
non-etymological vocalic ending. Therefore, in spite 
of all superficial appearence, we mark +Cocama for 
" f inal consonants" . For Wayapi we know that there 
were final consonants in the last century, but 
nowadays they have been dropped completely. The 
two dialects of Asurini disagree in this respect. 
The X i n g u d ia lect p r e s e r v e d final consonants, 
whereas the Trocará dialect shows the distribution 
described above. 
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Avañe 'é sometimes has ref lexes of a former f inal 
consonant. For example apáy 'I awoke' corresponds 
to Montoya apág, Old Tupi apák, Pt yi apági. 
3 . 2 . 2 . Word stress 
Our second important phonetic criterion is word 
stress . This is not only an impressive suprasegmen-
tal phenomenon, but can cause the occurrence of 
syncope. Languages with word stress on the f inal 
syl lable are less frequently subject to syncope than 
languages which changed stress to the penultimate. 
Many authors agree that in Tupi -Guarani languages 
there is often an important sentence or even text 
stress besides the word stress, which is many times 
suppressed or changed in a given context. On the 
other hand, in Brazil and adjacent areas there 
seems to be a firmly established opinion that T u p i -
Guarani languages are characterized by heavy f inal 
word stress . This opinion was and is due to the 
knowledge of the "lingua geral" in Brazil and of 
Guaraní in Paraguay. For a long time, missionaries 
and ethnologists who had contact with languages 
of the Tupi -Guarani family other than Tupi or 
Guarani i tsel f , thought that these languages were 
only dialects of the "lingua geral" or of Paraguay-
an Guarani. So it seems that they often did not 
consider that there could be a different word 
stress . We find names of tribes written with final 
stress , like Sirionó, Tapieté, Oyampí; the respective 
languages actually have word stress on the penult 
and should be stressed Sirióno, Tapiéte, and W a -
yapi^o. 
Paraguayan ethnologists who studied Chirigua-
no in the Chaco and in Bolivia called it Guaraní 
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The more we know about Tupi -Guarani , the more 
we see that there are many languages with word 
s t r e s s on the penultimate syllable: Chiriguano, 
Guarayo, Siriono, Pauserna - all languages of B o l i -
via - but it is true also for such remote languages 
as Cocama, Asurini (AsT and AsX) , Wayapi (Wa and 
WJ), and Xetá . We are not sure about Emérillon, as 
neither Jensen (1979) nor Navet (1987) give any 
information about this problem. In the matrix in 
Section 3 .3 hypothetically we mark -Eméril lon for 
" s tress on the last syl lable" . The case of Canoeiro 
is contradictory. We find final stress in most words 
of Rivet 's list (Rivet 1924) , but it is on the penult 
in most cases in Harrison 1974; we follow Harrison. 
A major problem is how to describe stress in P a -
rintintin and Tapirapé. The root is oxytone, but 
words in a given syntagma are nearly always p a r -
oxytone because of unstressed suf f ixes and s u f f i x -
olds added to nearly every word. As in Cocama, 
there is no change of stress. In Parintintin there 
is not even a shade of syncope. Historically, these 
languages go together with Tupinambá, Tembé, K a -
yabi, Kaiwá, and so on. On the other hand, the 
real phonetic impression is that of paroxytone l a n -
guages. So we give half a point in the comparison 
and mark ± for "oxytone word s tress " . 
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and notated all their words with final stress . We 
may explain this by s e l f - d e l u s i o n due to the a b o v e -
mentioned opinion or by the behavior of Chirigua-
no informants who knew Guarani and wanted to 
show that they, too, were Guarani by using its 
characteristic final stress . 
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3 .2 .3 . Syncope 
Certain criteria relate to the stabil ity of word 
structure in relation to syncope of unstressed s y l -
lables. Here we distinguish somewhat intuit ively 
between "strong" , " s l ight " , and "no syncope" . We 
marked the first alternative, for example, in the 
case of Wa a - j á o or Co t a - j á c h u 'I cried' ( b i s y l -
labic root) versus trisyllabic Av a - j a h e ' ó , Pt a -
cháa'a 'I cried'; or Ch mbápy 'three' versus Gy 
mbocápy or Km moapy 'three'. We marked "s l ight 
syncope" whenever there remained at least a n o n -
syllabic element of the dropped syllable, as for i n -
stance in Te a - z a j ' ó or Tp achajhá 'I cried', where 
ancient - h e - remained as - j ; and we also marked it 
whenever there was a simplification of a final u n -
stressed diphthong: Av uhéj versus CT úe 'thirst ' , 
Av apurahéj versus CT apuráe 'I sing and dance' , 
Av jaryi versus CT járy 'grandmother'. 
3 .2 .4 . Nasality 
One of the most characteristic properties of T u p i -
Guarani languages is the existence of phonological -
ly relevant nasality . Thus, absence or change of 
nasal i ty is an important distinctive feature. Yet 
we did not consider the fact that nasal vowels 
simply are much more frequent in languages w i t h -
out final consonants than in those which m a i n -
tained them: Compare Km arae'eg and Av arne'e 'I 
gave it ' . Km p e t y m - a and Av pety, Ch pety. We 
listed two different criteria in the matrix, one 
positive ( "Existence of phonological n a s a l i t y " ) and 
one negative ("Changed nasal i ty " ) . There is no 
phonological nasality in both varieties of Asurini, 
Pauserna, Tembé, Guajajara, and Cocama. In some 
languages we find nasal syl lables which are oral in 
the majority of Tupi-Guarani languages, and vice 
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versa . This is the case especially of Tapirapé: Tp 
achaók 'I went swimming' vs Wa ajáu, Si achásu, 
AsT w e - c h á h o ^ , Av ajahú; Tp kyg 'bone' vs Xt kä, 
Ch kawe, Kb kaq. Xetá has some spontaneous n a s -
al ity corresponding to orality in other languages 
(see Rodrigues 1978: 10); the same phenomenon can 
be observed in Urubú: Ub ihe T vs (i)jé, ché in 
most other languages. Guayaki has not been s t u d -
ied well with regard to phonology, but in every 
case there seems to be less nasality than in other 
languages: Gk gwe 'to bring out, get out' vs Av 
anohe, Ch/ CT anöe. Te anuhém, Pt ano'e; Gk cho 
nopá 'I stroke, beat' vs Km anupa, Av , Gy ainupa. 
Sateré -Mawé seems to have practically no nasal i ty 
according to Graham and Harrison (1984) , but there 
is traditional nasality in the word l ist given by 
Koch-Grünberg (1924) . In the absence of better 
information, we mark it ± in the matrix. 
3 .2 .5 . Prenasal stops 
Most of the Southern, Guaranian languages are 
characterized by a merely phonetic distinction b e t -
ween prenasal stops and nasal consonants. The 
first ones occur in oral contexts, the latter ones 
in nasal contexts, as in Ch/CT n d e - j ú r u 'your 
mouth' vs n e - r ä i 'your teeth' . Many of the N o r t h -
ern languages do not show this distinction, like 
Wa, Te, Gj, Tp, Kb, Km, Co, SM, and AsT. Others 
show it only in the middle of words, but not in 
initial syl lables , like Jm and AsX . Alternatingly, 
others have prenasal stops as allophones i n d e p e n -
dently of oral or nasal context, as in Ub (see 
Kakumasu 1986: 399) . In these situations we mark 
it ± . 
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3 .2 .6 . Distinction between U) and [ft] 
Analogously to the distinction between prenasal 
stops and nasal consonants, we find one between 
nasal and oral palatal fr icatives depending on the 
context : Av ñe'é 'word, speech' vs ajú 'I came', 
but Kb je 'eg the same as jurú 'mouth'; CT a ñ e -
mongéta vs Ch ajemyngéta 'I spoke'. Among the 
Northern languages Juma is the only one to show a 
differenciating reflex both here and in the case of 
prenasal stops. Pt and Km distinguish [j] and (ñ), 
together with all Southern and Bolivian languages 
of this family, except Gk and Ps, but, on the other 
hand, Pt and Km do not have prenasal stops. In 
Ch, WJ and Tp we find indistinctively [j] and [ñ] 
in nasal contexts, whereas in Wa the nasal a l l o -
phone is rather unusual (see Grenand 1980 :33 ) . 
3 .2 .7 . Distinction between [w] and (gw] 
Still in analogy to the distinctions observed in 
3 .2 .5 . and 6., we find the maintenance of the a l l o -
phone [gw) mostly in Southern languages and its 
confusion with / w / in all Northern languages with 
the exception of Pt and Jm. Among the Southern 
l a n g u a g e s only Xt , Gk, Ch, and Ps show this 
"Northern" feature: Av/Mb/Kw gwyrá 'bird', CT/Gy 
gwyra, Pt (g)wyra vs X t / A s T / A s X / C o wyra; CT 
agwédjy 'I descended, got o f f vs Ch awéjy, Wa 
awyjy. But Xt seems to preserve [gw] in i n t e r v o c -
alic position, where we find, for instance, agwiche 
'I got down, o f f . 
3 . 2 . 8 . Treatment of V j / 
Most Southern languages of the family preserve 
•/ j / as (jl. whereas it frequently changes to (i) , 
(d i ) . (zl (in Tembé), or even Is] (in AsT) in 
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Northern, "Amazonic" languages. In SM ' / j / seems 
to be dropped (SM a - r e - p o t - a u k á vs Ch a - p o r o -
júka 'I used to kill people, I am a murderer'; we 
marked " - " with regard to the n o n - p r e s e r v a t i o n of 
[jl and subtracted one point more if there was a 
further change from (?], (dS), [z] to [s], as in AsT. 
Clearly opposed to the strengthening of an original 
/ j / is its dropping in SM; this was counted twice 
in order to set off the opposite development. 
In Aw the reflex of ' / j / is [t]: Aw ta 'wát 'jaguar' 
vs CT jágwa, Ch jáwa, Km jawát, which all mean 
'jaguar'; Av jagwá, AsT cháwa(r), Te zawár all 
mean 'dog', and Co jawára seems to have both 
meanings; Aw itát 'lord' vs Ch/CT/Wa ija ' its , his 
lord', Av /Mb/Co Jára, Te zar. In Si we have ( f ) 
or (tjl from * / j / , which is a strengthening and 
therefore is marked as ± preservation of Ul": Si 
tjasi 'moon' vs Pt jáhy, Km jay, Ch jásy , Ps djáhy. 
We did not count the slight reinforcement of / j / 
to (d'l or [dj] (see Ps/CT djáwa 'jaguar'). 
One example may show the evolution in all the 
languages: PTG ajuka 'I kill(ed)' becomes T b / A v / 
Mb/Kw/Gk/Ub/Kb/Km íkjuká 'I kill(ed) ' , C h / C T / G y / 
Pt/WJ ajúka, AsX adSóka, AsT asóka, Em/Jm a d S i -
ka, Wa aika 'I kill(ed)' , (whereas Wa júka means 
'death, dead'), Te/Gj azuká, Co t - a j ú k a , Tp atjoká 
or achoká. In Xetá we find ñchoi 'toad' , which 
corresponds to Av ju'i 'frog', and ogwiche, which 
is the same as CT ogwédjy ' h e / s h e / i t got down, 
o f f . Canoeiro shows as can be seen in Cn 
chakár 'caiman' (compare Ch/CT jakáre) or cháwar 
'jaguar'. Some languages have allophones in c o m -
plementary distribution, so Pt has |j) in unstressed 
syl lables and (dz), [dz], or (6) in stressed ones. In 
the same contexts CT has [jj and (dj). 
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3 .2 .9 . Glottal stop 
The existence of the glottal stop ['1 is an impres -
s ive phonetic characteristic of Av , Mb, Kw, Gy, 
and all the Northern languages, except Cocama. 
So this criterion is quite fit for showing a g e o g r a -
phic and a typological grouping. Most of the l a n -
guages with strong syncope do not have the glottal 
stop, as in Xt , Gk, Ch, Ps, Si, and Co; among all 
these only Gk is oxytone. 
3 .2 .10 . Treatment of V p / 
Some languages change ' / p / before back rounded 
vowels. Si in most cases drops it completely, as 
for instance in aua 'I got up' vs Ch apüa. Te 
apu'ám, Mb apu'ä; Si a í k a - í k a 'I am pleasant , o b -
liging, I laugh' vs Ch/CT/Wa apúka, Co t - a p ú k a ; Si 
ú a - t e 'it is finished' vs Av/Kw/Mb opá, AsT ópam. 
Te upáw. Sometimes original V p / is [ h - ] in Si 
(hóko 'long' vs Gy púku). There are some words 
with initial [p-J in Si, but most of them are o n o -
matopoetic (see Schermair 1958 :288 ) . Kb changes 
/ p / to If) before (u) and [w]: Kb wafukaita 'he 
shouted' (see Dobson 1 9 7 7 b : 4 , 1 6 7 ) vs Ch/CT/Wa/Pt 
opúka 'he laughed'; Kb nga i fareté 'he tied him', 
ka'i nga ofár iré 'after Monkey tied him' (see 
Dobson 1977b :10 ,45 ) vs Mb ojokwá, Ch/CT ojókwa, 
but Km ohwát « PTG ' o - p w a r ) . In Km the ref lex 
of / p / before [u] and [w] is [h]: n - o - h u k a - i t é awá 
'he does not laugh' (see Seki 1 9 8 2 : 2 5 ) vs Av n d o -
pukái; Km j e - h w a 'my hand' vs Ch/CT che -poäka , 
Pt j i - p ü a 'my finger'; Km i 'yhwapé 'his claw' vs Te 
p u - a p é , Wa poape, Gy poape, Ch pape; Km hukú 
'long', Si hóko vs Pt pukú, Ch/CT/Gy púku, Co i -
púku. The only partial preservation of / p / in Kb 
and Km is marked + "preservation of V p / " in the 
matrix. 
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3 .3 . Matrix of comparison 
For practical reasons we must establish several 
separate matrices. The following matrix shows only 
the comparative results based on the criteria s u r -
veyed so far. We use the following abbreviations: 
FC: Preservation of final consonants 
LS: Stress on last syllable of roots 
SS: Strong syncope 
SIS: Slight syncope 
NS: No syncope 
Nas: Existence of phonemic vowel nasality 
ChN: Change in original nasality 
PN: Preservation of the distinction between 
prenasal stops and nasal consonants 
j / ñ : Preservation of the distinction between [j] 
and (ñl 
(gw): Preservation of the distinction between [gw] 
and [w] 
[jl: Preservation of / j / as (j) 
CI: Existence of the glottal stop 
(pi: Preservation of V p / as [p]. 
There is a problem in counting the number of 
similarities and differences in the case of syncope. 
As there are three possible solutions for this s i n -
gle criterion, the identical behavior of two l a n -
guages in this regard will give them three points 
of similarity. On the other hand, the comparison of 
two completely opposed languages would not allow 
any point at all and, thus, make differences in this 
field too great. Therefore, we come to the f o l l o w -
ing solution: In the case of comparing a strong 
s y n c o p e language with a no syncope language, 
strong syncope implies slight syncope. Thus, we 
count one and a half points for the comparison 
between a "SS" language and a "SIS" language and 
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one point between a "SIS" language and a "NoS" 
language. 
FC LS SS SIS NS Nas ChN PN j / ñ [gw] [ j ] [ ' ] [p] 
Tb + - - + + - + + + + + 
Av - - - + + - + + + + + 
Ap - - - + + - + + + + -
Mb - - - + + - + + + - + 
Kw - - - + + - + + + + + 
Xt - - + + - + ± + + - - -
Gk - + + ± - ± + ± - + -
Ch - - + ± - + - + + - + -
CT - - ± + ± + - + + + + -
Gy ± - - - + + - + + + + + 
Ps - - + ± - - - - - + + 
Si - - + ± - + - + + + ± 
Wa - - ± + ± + - - - + + 
WJ - - ± + ± + - ± + - - + 
Em + - + ± - + - + - - - + 
Cn + - ± + ± + - ± - - - + 
AsT ± - - - + - - - - - — + 
AsX + - ± + ± - - ± - - - + 
Te + + + + ± + 
Gj + + + ± - - - - - - + 
Ub ± + + ± - + ± ± + - + + 
Tp ± + ± + + + + - + - - + 
Kb + + ± + ± + - - - - + + 
Pt ± ± - - + + - + + + - + 
Jm ± + ± + ± + - ± + + - + 
Km + + ± + ± + - - + - + + 
Co ± - + ± - - - - - - -
Aw + + + ± - + - ± - - + + 
SM + + + + ± ± - - - - ++ + 
The matrix will be analyzed together with 
following ones in chapter 4. 
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3 .4 . Second set of phonological criteria 
3 .4 . 1 . Treatment of V i / and V c / 
An important feature for characterizing T u p i - G u a -
rani languages is the reflex of PTG " i and 'c , 
both in intervocalic and in initial position. Rodri-
gues ( 1 9 8 4 / 8 5 ) used this feature as a basis for his 
classif ication. Jensen ( 1 9 8 4 : 1 8 - 1 9 ) explains the a c -
tual ref lexes in Wayäpi as results of a series of 
weakenings of the original ' / ? / > / c / > / s / > / h / 
> f), and this is certainly true for all the other 
languages. Each language displays a different state 
within this general movement. We follow Rodrigues 
( 1 9 8 4 / 8 5 ) when he observes language groups formed 
by either separate developments of PTG ' i and ' c 
or their fusion to only one phoneme. But we make 
some slight corrections in his grouping and, more -
over, we distinguish between internal and initial 
position. 
Separate developments characterize all Southern 
languages with the exception of Tb and Gy; all 
Northern languages, together with Tb, CT, Ps, and 
Si, show the fusion of the two phonemes. Different 
degrees of phonologic conservatism lead to the 
following subgroups: 
Group I. Languages which preserve PTG ' /}?/ as 
[2], i d or Is) and present separate solutions for 
PTG V c / . 
la) Mb, Gk, and Xt still have the reflex [{?] in 
internal position, whereas PTG ' / c / > 0 in both 
p o s i t i o n s . Initial ' / ? / shows solutions different 
from medial position. In each of the following 
paragraphs we first treat medial " - / ? / - ( ' - / c / - ) . 
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then medial * - / c / - ( ' - / c / - ) , then initial V c / -
( ' / ? / - ) , and V c / - (marked V c / - ) : 
Examples for Mbyá: Mb jachy 'moon' < PTG ' jachy, 
achy 'his ache, i l lness' < ' cachy, achú ' left hand' < 
' a c h u , a a c h á 'I crossed it' < 'aachap, apychá 
' {sense of) hearing' < 'apychá, ro'ychä 'cold' < 
•ro'ychäm. ( t / r )achó 'worm' < •(t /r)achó, gwachú 
'big' < 'guachú, ache 'I went out' < 'achem, kyché 
'knife ' < 'kyché. The reflex of ' - / c / - is 4 in 
Mbyá: oó 'he went' < 'oco, moapy 'three' < ' m o c a -
pyr, pyáu 'new' < 'pycacu, kwaray 'sun' < ' k u a r a -
cy, t a y 'ant' < PTG *tacy, but c h e - r e c h á 'my eyes ' 
< " i j e - r e c á , which may be influenced by the verb 
aechá ' ! saw it' < 'aepjak. Initial ' c - is (i): Mb 
chy 'mother' < ' chy , chu'ú 'to bite' < chu'ú, cha 
'string' < 'Cham, chyry 'to slip, flow' < 'chyryk, 
and the reflex of ' / c / - is 0: Mb e'é 'it is sweet / 
sa l ty ' < 'ce 'em, ovy 'it is green/blue' < ' c o ^ y , 
evo' i '(kind of) worm' < 'ceßo' i . 
Examples for Guayaki: Gk jachy 'moon', achy 'pain', 
jachú ' left hand', pychy 'to grasp' < 'pychyk, pychá 
'hearing', achó 'worm', wachú 'big', kychi 'knife ' . 
The reflex of ' - I d - is Gk 00 'to go', poú 
'new', tayre 'ant' , but we find cha 'eyes' , which 
seems to have been treated as if ' i was initial , as 
in chu(u) 'to bite' , cha 'string', chyry 'to go away, 
leave ' , whereas ' c - became é 'it is sweet /spicy ' , 
akú 'it is hot' , we 'to go out' < ' a e < PTG 'acem, 
where, contrary to Mbyá, *c has been treated as 
initial; [w] originally served to delete the hiatus. 
Reflexes of medial ' - / ^ Z - in Xetá : Xt y ácha 'I 
crossed the river' , ralcha 'cold', - a c h o 'augmenta-
t ive suff ix ' < 'uchu 'big', whereas the reflex of 
Xetá ' - / c / - once more is 0: pi'ó 'you (pi) went' . 
Initial ' Í - is preserved as [?] (cha 'string' , cho 'to 
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bite ' ) , whereas ' c - is h - : haméta 'his lip plug' < 
PTG 'cemetar. 
lb) Apapocuva has changed to [c], ' - I d - to 
0: j a c y 'moon', acy 'his ache', aacá 'I crossed it ' , 
roycá 'cold', gwacú 'big', ace 'I went out' , but 
aipyy 'I grasped it' shows a treatment of ' - c - as 
• - C - 1 1 , as in OÓ 'he went', mboapy 'three' , kwaray 
'sun' , but c h e - r e c á 'my e y e s ' " , initial ' c - becomes 
Ic) (cy 'mother', yea 'string', acyi 'I ran', whereas 
• / c / - becomes 0: ee 'it is sweet /spicy ' , o v y 'it is 
green/blue ' . 
Ic) In Av , Kw, and Ch ' - / ? / - and ' / ? / - are r e d u -
ced to [s], whereas ' - / c / - has become [h] in Av 
and Kw, but 0 in Ch: 
Reflexes of ' - / ? / - in Avañe'é : j a s y 'moon', hasy 
'his ache' , ahasá 'I crossed it ' , asú ' left hand' , 
apysá 'hearing', ro'ysa ' fresh' , tasó 'worm', gwasú 
'big', asé 'I went out', kysé 'knife' , but we find 
aipyhy 'I grasped it' , like oho 'he went' , mbohapy 
'three' , kwarahy 'sun', pyahú 'new', tahyi 'ant ' , 
ajahú 'I bathed' < PTG 'ajacuk, but x e - r e s á 'my 
eyes ' . The reflex of ' / ( ? / - is [s] (sy 'mother', su'ú 
'to bite' , syry 'to run, flow', s ä 'string') , whereas 
Perhaps we have to reckon with dif ferent 
forms in PTG, which cannot have been one real 
unified language, ' a - i - p y c h y k and ' a - i - p y c y k . 
In most Tupi-Guarani languages there are 
forms of this lexical item which may not be e x -
pected phonetically, because either they are i n -
f luenced by the verb 'aepjak 'I see it' or once 
more we h a v e to suppose two dif ferent basic 
forms, ' - e c h a and "eca. 
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• / c / - behaves like ' - / c / - if it is the 3 p marker 
(he'e 'it is sweet' , h o v y 'it is green/ blue') , but 
shows the same reflex as ' / c / - in other cases : 
sevo' i 'worm', so'ó ' m e a t ' " . 
Reflexes of in Kaiwá are shown by jas^ , 
hasy , ahasá, asú, gwasú, ase, kysé, and ref lexes of 
' - / c / - by ohó, mbohapy, but - r e s á . For ref lexes of 
• / ? / - and ' / c / - our examples do not dif fer from 
those we chose for Avañe'é . 
Chir iguano-Ava examples in the same order are 
jásy , hásy, aása, ásu, apysa, röysa, táso, wásu, a i -
pysy 'I grasped it' , but also kwarásy 'sun', whereas 
äe 'I went out' seems to derive from 'acem, not 
'achem in this case. Examples for ' - / c / - > 0 in 
Chiriguano are 0 0 'he went', mbápy 'three' , pyáu 
'new', ajáu 'I bathed', but c h e - r é s a 'my eyes' and 
tásy 'ant' < PTG ' tachy . Initial ' / ( ? / - > ( s - ) (sy . 
SÚU, syry, sä) , whereas V c / - > I s - ) in lexical items 
(sevói 'worm', sóo 'meat'), but > [ h - ] as a 3 p 
marker: hee, hówy. 
Group II. Languages which preserve PTG as 
(c) or Is) both in internal and initial position 
IIa) Co and Gy show [c] in each position both for 
" It seems that the original stem of this word 
is o'ó, being prefixed by r - for attributive function 
and s - for 3d 'person', so that the prefix t - could 
be used for personal undetermination. In some 
languages s - was integrated into the lexical stem 
(Av, Kw, Ch), and then h - marks the 3d person; in 
Mb, Ap, Gy, and most of the Amazonian languages 
the original situation was preserved. In any case, 
s - derives from ' c - . 
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and 'c , whereas Aw has [t] in all cases, which 
we consider as a variant of [c]: 
Co has the character is t ics just described, but 
changes / c / to [i] before / i / : jácy 'moon', cáchi 
'ache, pain', ta - japechika 'I grasp it' , kychi 'knife' . 
Examples for the reflex of ' - / c / - are úri úcu 'he 
goes' , mucapirika 'three', caciwa 'ant' , t a - j á c u 'I 
bathe' , c a - c h i c a - k w á r a 'my eyes ' . Initial ' / ? / - and 
V c / - are always / c / , especially because the 3 p 
marker of a previous Tupi -Guarani language, which 
was certainly overtaken by the Cocamas, was i n t e -
grated into the lexical stem: cúu 'meat', t - a c y r ^ k a 
'I f loat , flow', ci 'sweet' , cáku 'heat, hot' , ca 
'hair' , cúni 'to be black', chita 'many'. 
Guarayo ref lexes of ' - i f : / - are evidenced by jácy 
'moon', ácy 'ache, pain', acáca 'I crossed it ' , ácu 
' l e f t hand' , a p y c a 'hearing' , royca 'cold', táco 
'worm', gwácu 'big', a ipycy 'I grasped it ' , ace 'I 
went out' , kyce 'knife' . The same reflex is found 
for ' - / c / - : ÓCO 'he went', mbocápy 'three' , pyácu 
'new', tácy 'ant' , ajácu 'I bathed', - r é c a 'eyes' ; 
• / ? / - > / c / (cy 'mother', cúu 'to bite' , cyry 'to 
f lee ' , ca 'string') , the same as ' / c / - : cee 'it is 
sweet /spicy ' , cóvy 'it is green/ blue', coo '3 p -
meat' . 
Aweti ref lexes of ' - / c / - : taty ipó = Tb s a s y x e - p ó 
'my hand was aching', kyté 'knife' , and ' ~ / c / — e— 
qually > (t): a - t ó 'I go', mytátu 'new', a j - a t ú k 'I 
bathe' , potyje < PTG 'pocyj 'heavy' . Initial ' / ^ Z -
became ft] (tu'ú 'to bite ') , the same as ' / c / - (te 'e 
'it is salty ' , t - a k ú p 'it is hot' , t - ä j 'his teeth' ) . 
IIb) Tb and Si show the reflex [s) in each position 
for PTG and 'c : 
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Tupinambá ref lexes of ' - / ? / - : jasy 'moon', sasy 'he 
is ill ' , apysá ' (sense of) hearing', aipysyk 'I grasped 
it ' , guasú 'big', asém 'I went out'. Examples for 
' - / c / - > / s / are osó 'he went' , mosapyr 'three' , 
ajasúk 'I bathed' , - r e s á 'eyes ' ; for ' / ? / - : s y 'moth -
er', SUÚ 'to bite' , asyryk 'I slipped', sám(a) 'string' ; 
for ' / c / - : see ' it 's sweet' , s o v y 'it is green/blue' , 
S0Ó 'meat'. 
Siriono ref lexes of ' - / ) $ / - : t jási 'moon', s e - r á s i te 
'I am i l l ' , a - t á s a ( a - i r á s a , a - d i á s a ) 'I passed 
through, crossed it ' , a - i s i 'I grasped it', e - r ó s é j 
'my worm', - k w á s u , - k w á h u , - k w á u 'big', a - s e 'I 
went out' . Examples for ' - I d - > / s / are: óso 'he 
went', e - i á s u 'it is new, he is young', tási 'ant' , a -
chásu 'I bathed' , - r é s a 'eyes' ; for initial ' / ? / - : si 
'mother', a - s i u 'I ate , bit it ' , sä 'string'; for 
' / c / - su^úi 'worm', sóo 'meat'. The 3 p marker 
never is ' c - in Siriono (see below 5 .1 .1 . ) . 
Group III. Languages which reduce PTG V c / and 
V c / to Ih) 
I l i a ) CT, Ub, Te , and Gj show [h] in most 
positions, but also have examples of preservation 
of a previous stage characterized by (s) (CT, Ub, 
Gj) or Id (Te) - though not in the same cases in 
these various languages - and of loss of ' - / c / -
(CT) and V c / - (Ub, Te): 
Chiriguano-Tapyi ref lexes of ' - / ? / - ; jáhy 'moon', 
háhy 'he is ill ' , áhu ' left hand', royha 'cold', g w á -
hu 'big', kyhe 'knife' , but aása 'I crossed it ' , apysa 
'hearing', táso 'worm' and äe 'I went out', á ipy / 
aipyy 'I grasped it ' ; ' - / c / - > / h / : oho 'he went' , 
táhy 'ant' , - r é h a 'eyes' , but 0 in mboápy 'three' , 
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pyáu 'new', kwaráy 'sun', ajáu 'I bathed'^*; * / c / - > 
/ h / : s é - h y 'ray mother' (but s y when isolated) , húu 
'to bite' , ahyry 'I ran, fled' , but s ä 'string' ; V c / -
> / h / : hée 'it is sweet /spicy ' , hówy 'it is green/ 
blue' , but SÓO 'meat'. 
Urubú ref lexes of ' - / ? / - : ah^ 'he is ill ' , apyhyk 'I 
grasped it ' , but asá 'to cross'. PTG ' - / c / - l ikewise 
becomes / h / (oho 'he went ' , mahapir ' three ' ) , 
whereas ' / ? / - is preserved as / s / : su'ú 'to bite' . 
As a 3 p marker initial V c / - sometimes has the 
ref lex / h - / (hembé 'his lip', hamüi 'his ancestor') , 
sometimes 0 (ahy 'he is ill ') , whereas lexical items 
show ( s - ) : so'ó 'meat'. 
Tembé ref lexes of ' - / ? / - : zah^ 'moon', hahy 'he is 
ill ' , ahúr ' left hand', apyhá 'hearing', tahók 'worm', 
- u h ú 'augmentative suff ix ' , apyhyk 'I grasped it ' , 
kyhé 'knife' ; PTG ' - / ? / - is preserved as [c] in 
aacáw 'I crossed it ' , ruwycág 'cold', wacú 'big'. 
Examples of ' - / c / - are oho 'he went', pyahú 'new', 
tahyw 'ant' , azahák 'I bathed'. Initial ' I I I - is [h] 
in hy 'mother', but (c) in acyryk 'I slipped' and [t] 
in ati 'ú 'I bit it ' ; ' / c / - is / h / in grammatical f u n c -
tion (he 'it is sweet /spicy ' , huwy 'it is green/ 
blue') , but 0 in lexical stems ( 0 0 'meat') . 
Guajajara ref lexes of ' - / ? / - are / h / in uhua'ú 'he 
is big', uhém 'he arrived' < PTG 'ochem 'he went 
out' , takihé 'knife ' , but w - a s a a s á w 'he poked holes' 
As the Izoceño-Tapyi overtook their language 
from the Chiriguanos (Dietrich 1 9 8 6 : 1 9 - 2 4 , 1 9 8 -
201) , they actually could not preserve a ref lex of 
* - / c / - , where there was none in Chir iguano-Ava . 
Nevertheless , there are some particular cases which 
need a more detailed explanation. 
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(Harrison 1986 :435) , which we consider as a r e d u -
plication form of asáw < PTG ' a c h a ^ 'to cross*. 
The ref lex of ' - / c / - is / h / (oho 'he went ' ) , and 
initial V c / - is likewise / h / as a 3 p marker ( h u r y -
weté 'he is happy') . 
Illb) Ps, Ft, Jm. AsT, A s X , and SM(?) show / h / 
solutions in most cases, sometimes 0 , but never (c) 
nor (s): 
Pauserna-Guarasu ref lexes of ' - / ? / - : djáhy 'moon', 
apiha 'hearing', hóhoi 'worm', úhu 'big', kiha ' k n i -
fe ' , and likewise - / c / - > / h / (óha 'he went", - r é h a 
'eyes ' ) ; ' / Í / - > / h / (hy 'mother'), the same as 
V c / - (ihóvi 'blue'). 
Parintintin ref lexes of ' - / ? / - : jahy 'moon', hahy 'he 
is ill ' , aháv 'I crossed it ' , apVha 'hearing', - a h ó g 
'grub, seed, sperm', - ( a u ) h ú 'big', apyhyg 'I grasped 
i f , ahém and a'é 'I went out' , kyhé'i 'knife ' . E x -
amples of ' - / c / - > / h / are oho 'he went' , m b o h a -
pyr 'three', pyahú 'new', tayvi 'ant' , ajahúg 'I 
bathed' , but j i - r e a - k w á r 'my eyes ' . Initial ' / ? / -
generally is changed to / h - / (hy, but also y ' m o t h -
er', hu'ú 'to bite' , ham 'string') , but ' / c / - is lost : 
e 'é 'it is sweet' , ovy 'it is green/blue' , a'ó 'meat' , 
evó' i 'worm'. 
Juma ref lexes of ' - / ? / - : háhy 'he is ill ' , - h u ' a u g -
mentative ' , apyhyg 'I grasped it ' , ahém 'I went 
out' ; ' - / c / - becomes / h / in oho 'he went' , but ^ in 
- r e a - k w á r a 'eyes' ; initial ' / i / - > / h / (ihy ' (his?) 
mother', hahy 'he is having pain'), and likewise 
V c / - (hahy, he'é 'it is sweet /spicy ' , ha'ó 'meat') . 
Reflexes of ' - / ? / - > (h) in Asurini of Trocará: 
sahya 'moon', háhy 'ache, pain', aáham 'I crossed 
it' , apyha 'hearing', apyhyi) 'I grasped it ' , - o h o 
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•big', kyhe 'knife' ; of '-Id—, áha 'I went', ijáho 
'new', acháho^ 'I bathed', ipohói 'heavy' , kwarahya 
'sun'; • / ? / - is (hi in hy 'mother', but 0 in oó'o 'he 
bit (him)'; V c / - is preserved as (h) in grammatical 
function (hé'e 'it is /smells good', hákom 'it is hot' , 
but seems to be l o s t in lex ica l items (ewó'i 
'worm'). 
Reflexes of * - / ? / - in Asurini of Xingú River: d z á -
hy /d2ahya 'moon', háhy 'ache, pain', aóhap 'I c r o s -
sed i f , apyhyk 'I grasped it' , - ó h u 'big', k y h e / k y ' e 
'knife ' , but also apya ' (sense of) hearing', ' - / c / - > 
/ h / : áha 'I went', ijahówa 'new', ipohói 'heavy' , 
kwaráhy 'sun'. Initial > (h) in hy 'mother', 
but is lost in oó'o 'he bit (him)'; V c / - > (h) ( h a -
ków/hakóp/okúp 'hot, ill ' , hé'e 'it is /smells good'), 
but > 0 in éta 'much, many', ewó'i 'worm'. 
Our information about SM is incomplete, because 
we do not have examples of the development of 
PTG • - / ? / - . All we can see is that ' / c / - seems to 
show a stronger, more conservative reflex. It), 
than ' - / c / - 0 (hi): a - r e - t e m 'I go out' and a - r e - t o 
'I go' must be considered as initial treatments of 
• / c / , whereas - e h a 'eye' as well as ahenoi 'I 
teach' , henoi 'he teaches' (as opposed to i ' a t u - e n o i 
' they teach') have to be interpreted as internal 
treatments. 
IIIc) Within the group of l a n g u a g e s which is 
characterized by general / h / ref lexes of both ' / ? / 
and * / c / . Km has a particular position because of 
the frequent loss of both ancient phonemes: 
Kamayurá reflexes of ' - / c / - : apyhyk 'I grasped it ' , 
but j a y 'moon', kye' iá 'knife' . The result of ' - / c / -
is / h / in oho 'he went', hyhá 'ant' , but 0 in m o a -
pyt 'three' , - r e á 'eyes ' ; ' / ^ / - b e c o m e s / h / in hám 
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•string', but 0 in au'u 'I bit ( it) ' ; • / c / - > / h - / as a 
3 p marlier: heá 'his eyes' , het 'iiis name', hapó 
'its root' . 
Group IV. Languages which generally reduce both 
'III and V c / to 0 
The extreme position is shown by Kb, where the 
loss is complete, whereas Wa, WJ, Em, Cn, and Tp 
are less uniform by showing positive solutions 
c, s, hi) in certain cases. 
IVa) Reflexes of ' - / c / - in French Guayana Wayäpi 
are shown by j á y 'moon', áy 'ache, pain', a p y y 'I 
grasped it ' , awe 'I went out' ; of ' - I d - : 00 'he 
went' , maapy 'three' , pyáu 'new', kwaráy'sun' , - r é a 
'eyes ' . Initial ' I I I - > 0 ( e - y 'my mother'), but we 
find sú'u 'to bite' , só'o 'game, meat'. Initial 'Icl-
likewise is lost (áku 'it is hot' , áy 'he is ill ' , ée, 
but also hée 'his name'; húu 'his father') . 
Reflexes of ' - 1 ^ 1 - in Wayäpi of Jari River: j á y 
'moon', áy 'ache, pain', ap^v 'I grasped, bought it ' , 
aé 'I went out' , but (a)ása 'I met (him), passed 
(somewhere)' , - w á s u 'big', kyse 'knife' . Examples of 
the loss of ' - I d - are 0 0 'he went', moápy 'three' , 
(in the Wayäpi dialect of the Amapari River we 
find mosápy, see Jensen 1984 :41) , pyáu 'new', po'yi 
'heavy ' , kwaráy 'sun', - r é a 'eyes ' . Initial ' / ? / - > i 
in y 'mother', oyry 'it flowed', ä 'string', but [s] in 
sú'u 'to bite' , and sówy '(it is ) blue' must derive 
from 'J^ówy, whereas its basis is cówy in other 
languages (see Ch. Jensen 1984 :19) ; ' I d - is g e n e r -
ally lost in lexical items (e'é 'sweet' , ewó'i 'worm', 
ó'o 'meat', but só'o 'game'), but is preserved as [h] 
as a 3 p marker in monosyllabic words: he 'his 
name', ho, ' its l e a f , ha 'its feather' . 
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Emerillon ref lexes of - / ? / - : dzáy 'moon', oem 'he 
went out', but apyhyk 'I caught it ' , - ' u h u 'augmen-
tat ive ' ; ref lexes of - / c / - : mbapyt 'three' , pyokátu 
'new', - r é a 'eyes' , but póhi 'heavy' . As in WJ, 
Initial ' / ? / - is lost in e - y 'ray mother', but is [c] 
in cú'u 'to bite ' . Initial V c / - is lost in polysyllabic 
words (erékwa 'his wife', akú 'it is hot ' ) , but is 
[h) in monosyllabic words (het 'his name'). 
Canoeiro ref lexes of * - / ? / - : cháy 'moon', i taky 
'knife ' , n t é - r e 'your eyes' . We lack examples of the 
ref lex of ' - / c / - ; 'III- > <i> (tupá'am 'string' , but 
we find ochécu 'he bit (it) ' , which may be e x -
plained as a reflex of PTG ' / i / + / c / (see below 
3 . 4 . 2 . ) . Initial V c / - seems to be generally lost 
(á(a)ku 'it is hot') , but we find cha'á ' its fruit ' . 
Tapirapé ref lexes of • - / ? / - : chä'y 'moon', chao ' le f t 
hand', wehyaám 'I crossed it ' . PTG ' - I d - is also 
generally lost : aá 'I went' , maapyt 'three' , t ä y p 
' a n t ' , ächäok 'I bathed', - r e á 'eyes' , but rahy 
'febrile' . Initial ' I I I - is lost in y 'mother', ahá 
'meat', oho 'to bite' ; V c / - > 0 in polysyllabic 
words (emé 'his lip', akóp 'it is hot' , eä 'his 
eyes ' ) , but > [h] in monosyllabic words: het 'his 
name', hyj 'his teeth' , hap 'its l e a f . 
IVb) Kb shows reduction to 0 in each position; 
PTG ' - / ? / - : ay 'ache, pain', pyyk 'to grasp', a - y -
a a - p a 'they crossed the water', ü'é ' they le f t ' , u e -
ma ' t h e y came out'; ' - I d - : 00 'I went', - r e á 
'eyes ' . Initial V ? / - > 0 ( j e - y 'my mother', o'ó 
'meat', and equally V c / - > 0 ( k y n a r - é t 'her name', 
w a n - e á 'their (fem) eyes ' ) . 
In the matrix we mark the ref lexes generally o c -
curring for each language. Reflexes which occur 
only exceptionally are marked ± . 
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3 .4 .2 . Treatment of / i / + ' / I / and / i / + V c / 
There is a phonetic rule which prevents the w e a k -
ening of PTG • /? / and V c / when preceded by / i / , 
so that it remains (if) even where "c is generally 
reduced to [c, s), or it is preserved as (s) where 
became [h): Tb x e - s y , but i x y 'his mother', sä vs 
ixa 'his string', suú vs aixuú 'I bit (him, i t ) ' ; Ch 
c h é - s y vs ichy, sä vs ichä, súu vs aichúu; CT s é -
hy vs ísy. Strange enough, the rule does not work 
in Av (isy, isa , aisu'ú), but there are ixupé, ixuguí 
inherited probably from Old Tupi ixupé. ixuí, where 
the postpositional elements supé 'to, for' and sui 
'from' were prefixed by i - . Mb does not show any 
of these forms, and Kw does not have the m e c h a n -
ism in verb forms, because we find oisu'ú 'he bit 
him'. In Ap we find at least ichy 'his mother'. In 
Xt we have, for example, hawicha 'big, c h i e f (see 
Tb ubixába 'big') and räicha 'cold'. Gy shows its 
usual traditional character: ichy, ichä, aichúu, and 
aichóo 'I extended' vs coo 'to extend' . Among the 
Northern languages only WJ has - i c h ú ' u vs sú'u. 
An example of the mechanism V i / + V c / > / i ? / 
can be seen in the forms of the 1 sg person p r o -
noun PTG ' ice : Mb cheé, Ch/Gy che, Tb (i)xé, Av 
xe, Ps/CT/Si se vs Wa/WJ/Km/Tp ijé, Kb je, Pt j i -
hi, Em/AsX idSé (where 'c is lost and / j / avoids 
the hiatus) , SM u - i t ó vs Te/Gj ihé, Ub ihé (where 
/ h / avoids the hiatus) . 
3 .4 .3 . Existence of / h / 
The next criterion is in connection with the p r e c e -
ding ones. Tupi -Guarani languages can be grouped 
according to the existence of / h / or its absence, 
because reducing '2 or ' c to j! is a feature which 
contrasts very much with conservative languages in 
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this regard. Languages which lack / h / must have 
morphophonemic problems, because / h - / is the 
traditional prefix of the 3d person for roots of the 
H - c l a s s . Lack of / h / is found in Northern l a n g u a -
ges like Cn, Kb, Co, Aw, Si, and partly in Wa, WJ 
and Tp, where only some monosyllabic words have 
the h - prefix (see above 3 .4 .1 . ) . Mb, Ap, and Gk 
can be said to share this "Northern" characteristic. 
3 .5 . Matrix of comparison 
In the following matrix we use these abbreviations: 
(c): the ref lex of PTG or *c is [c] 
(c): is [cl 
[s]: is Is) 
(hi: is (h) 
- 0 - : is 0 
c - : the ref lex of PTG ' i - or c - is [cl 
c - : is (cj 
s - : is (s) 
h - : is (hi, 0 - = is «> (3 .4 .1 . ) 
16 : / i / preceding PTG or ' c prevents w e a k -
ening of these phonemes (3 .4 .2 . ) 
/ h / : existence of / h / (3 .4 .3 . ) 
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[ Í ] [c] [ s ] [h] -«5- Í - c - s - h - i i 
Tb - - + - - - - + — _ + 
Av - - + + - - - + + - -
Ap - + - - + - + - + ± 
Mb + - - - + + - - + -
Kw - - + + - - - + + - ± 
Xt + - - - + + - + - + 
Gk + - - - + + - - + + 
Ch - - + + + - - + + - + 
CT - - - + + - - + + + + 
Gy - + - - - - + - - + 
Ps - - - + ± - - + - -
Si - - + - - - - + - - -
Wa - - - - + - - + - ± -
WJ - - ± - + - - ± ± ± + 
Em - - - + + - + - ± + -
Cn - - - - + + - - - + -
AsT - - - + + - - - ± + -
AsX - - - + + - - - ± + -
Te - - - + - + - + ± -
Gj - - - + + - - - + + -
Ub - - ± + + - - + + - -
Tp - - - ± + - - - ± + -
Kb - - - - + - - - - + -
Pt - - - + - - - + ± -
Jm - - - + + - - - + + -
Km - - - + + - - - ± + -
Co + + - - - ± + - - - -
Aw - + - - - - ± - - ± -
SM - - - + - - ± - + - -- + 
The matrix will be analysed below (4. ) together 
with the preceding and the following one. 
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3.6 . Third set of phonological criteria 
3 .6 .1 . Treatment of ' / p w / 
Our n e x t criterion regards the preservation or 
f u r t h e r d e v e l o p m e n t of the n e x u s PTG ' / p w / , 
which occurs especially in the suf f ix ' - p w e r 'past 
tense ' or 'perfective aspect ' . Therefore, our c r i t e -
rion is the ref lex of ' - p w e r in Tupi -Guarani l a n -
g u a g e s : It is unchanged in Tb, A s X , and Kb, 
whereas it became - k w e in most other languages; 
the reflex - w e of Gk was considered a variant of 
- k w e , whereas its reduction to - k e in Si, Wa, and 
probably in Jm and Aw was marked as a dif ferent 
development. It does not seem to exist at all in 
Co, so that conformity or disagreement with this 
phonetic and, at the same time, morphological c r i -
terion could not be counted in this case. Informa-
tion about SM is not sure. 
3 .6 .2 . Treatment of / t / + / i / 
Another important criterion to show the phonetic 
stabi l i ty of a Tupi -Guarani language is that of / t / 
followed by / i / , Here, too, we may find different 
forms of palatalization, that is reducing the stop 
to a sibilant [ - s i - ) or an affricate [ - 2 1 - ] or [ - c i ] . 
In some languages there seems to be a correspond-
ence between the assibilation of the nexus - t l - and 
the pronunciation of / j / as an affricate or sibilant 
(see 3 .2 .8 . ) : Both features are found in Mb, Xt , Wj, 
Em, Cn, AsT, AsX , Gj, Tp, once more a conf irma-
tion of the Northern shape of Mb and Xt p h o n o l -
ogy. On the other hand, Te, Pt, and Jm, which do 
not preserve (jj, here show their character as, 
phonologically, traditional languages. Si reinforces 
/ j / to (tj) (Ijási 'moon') and has -hi- ref lexes : iwáM 
'corn' vs Av avatl , Ch/ CT awáti; e-difeíi 'shoulder' 
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vs Ch/CT atíy, fei 'white' vs Te tlng, A v morotl, 
and by this once more displays its scarce p h o n o l -
ogic stabil ity . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 1 . The languages which preserve - t i - are Tb 
(apati 'corn', tinga 'white') , Av (avati , t f , a t i ' y 
' shoulders') , Ap (awati), Kw (awati. nontTni 'he is 
not ashamed ' « Av nomotmi) , Gk (waté /waché 
•corn', but only chl 'white') , Ch/CT (awáti , t f i , 
at íy , häti ' its horn'), Te (awati, t l ^ . hati) , Pt 
(awati . t ig , hatI) , Co (awati. tini). Aw ( t l^ ) , Jm 
(awatia. t ia 'nose' , akyti » Ch aikyti 'I cut it ' ) , 
SM (awati) . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 2 . The - s i - reflex is found in Ps (awá¿u. pisía 
' c h e s t ' , moróisu 'white') . Si (awási. e - a s í ' y 'my 
shoulders' , e-ramafcl (nte) 'my horn', fcl), Wa (awási, 
j a m i - r a s r 'horn', si) , WJ (awási, s i . posi'a 'chest ' ) , 
AsT (awasia, hásia 'his horn', s i^ . oapysi » Ch 
oñapyti , WJ aapásl 'he tied it ' ) , Kb (awasi, s i 
'point, tip', tataslQ 'smoke' « Av tatat i , Ch/CT 
tatät i , Gy tatachi) . 
3 . 6 . 2 . 3 . Four Northern languages have a - c i - ref lex , 
though one of them, Canoeiro, as we have seen, 
does not show only this solution. The other l a n -
guages are Em (awáci, ciq 'white' , c l 'nose' , t a t a -
cin 'smoke'), Gj (ci^. s i ^ 'white' , he kici /kisi 'he 
cut me'). Km (awaci, oiga 'white' , cina 'nose' , but 
tatasii} 'smoke'). 
3 . 6 . 2 . 4 . The - i i - reflex is equally distributed in 
Southern and Northern languages, but as the p r e -
servation of - t i - is less universal in Southern than 
in Northern languages, the - c i - reflex, too, must 
be considered as a chiefly Northern innovation. It 
can be found in Mb (awachi, pochi'á, chl 'nose, 
tip' , chil . achi 'something prominent'), X t (awachi 
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' fog' » Ch ywyti) , Gk (waché 'corn', achí 'horn', 
jachi 'on shoulders') , Gy (awáchi, aftapychi 'I tied 
it ' , pochia, amöchi 'I ashamed s.o. ' ss Ch amSti 'I 
was ashamed') , Cn (chl 'nose', but póci 'chest ' , 
awáchi, but aci 'horn'), AsX (awáchi, háchi, chii), 
oapychi ( « Gy añapychi), okychi 'he cut it' ( « AsT 
okysi)) , Ub ( a w a x i ) " ; Tp (häwächr, achí 'horn', e h r 
'nose' , achí 'he was ashamed') . 
3 . 6 . 3 . Vowel shi f t 
3 . 6 . 3 . 1 . Vowel shi f t may characterize languages as 
much as consonant shi f ts . They have been studied 
for some languages in a detailed manner (see Leite 
1982) . In this study we are interested in the f o l -
lowing features which we mark ± if they occur 
only in unstressed syl lables : 
"Existence of / u / " , which is a negative character -
istic of AsT, Tp, and partly of Xt : AsT soówa v s 
AsX dSu 'thorn'; Tp rot vs Ap/Mb/Pt ru 'to bring'; 
X t akóto vs ChCT aikútu 'I pierced it' ; AsT s e -
rorywéte vs AsX d&e-ruwéte 'I am glad'. 
"Distinction of / i / - / y / and / a / - / y / " , which 
negatively separates Si and mostly Ps from the 
rest of the languages (Mb/Te py'á vs Ps pía, Si e -
ia 'heart, soul' ; Av j y ' y vs Xt ñco 'rainbow'). As 
Priest ( 1 9 8 7 ) showed, Siriono does not have / y / in 
words where this phoneme appears in cognate 
languages. 
" Information is not sure, because we only 
found this example, which may be a loanword, and 
there are several particles with (ti), like tf 'also' , 
and tipé 'in vain' . 
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"Distinction of / a / - / o / " , which negatively c h a r -
acterizes Xt , Kb, Tp, and Km in front of many 
other languages (Tb, Av , Ap, Kw, Gk, Gy, Ps, Si. 
Cn, Te. Ub, Pt, Aw), for instance Tp ahá, A s X 
á 'aa vs Si sóo 'meat', but there is large number of 
languages where the two phonemes are neutralized 
in unstressed syllables (Av aporavyky v s Ch/CT 
aparawyky 'I worked, took pains (about s . th . ) ' ) . 
"Weakening of / a / or / y / to [e)" is a feature 
which characterizes Gj, but which occurs in c o n d i -
tions that have not yet been studied suf f ic ient ly : 
Gj Smen 'rain' » Ps ama, Km ama^, Pt aman, A s X 
amVna: Gj i -ekjTn 'he /she got wet' « Ch iñaky. Si 
ñaáki, Gj tepúz 'house' » A v / P t tapyi ; Gj kuze 
'woman' » Te kuze, Km/Pt kuña, Ch/ CT/Gy küña, 
AsT kócho. Tembé reduces / a / to [e] in originally 
nasal contexts : Te tete 'hard' = Av tatä , Ch/CT 
täta , CO táta, Si/Wa ätä; Te te 'yi ' seed(s) ' « A v 
ta 'yi , Kb - a ' y i . This feature, together with the loss 
of nasal i ty , makes Tembé very similar to Guajajara. 
In Xt there is a rounding of / y / to (e) in c o n s o n -
antal surroundings, as it looks like: Xt keche 'to 
be in fear ' « Av kyhyjé, Ch/CT/Wa kyje. Si sikitje, 
sikiche, Co akycha; Xt ewa 'earth, soil' = W a / A s T -
/Ch y w y , whereas / y / is preserved in vocalic c o n -
texts : X t póy 'heavy' « Ch/CT póy, A v pohyi. We 
mark this feature by ± for Xt and Te, because the 
weakening seems to be less general than in Gj. 
3 . 6 . 3 . 2 . Within the modern languages, Av , Kw, Gy, 
Cn, Te, and Pt seem to be those with the utmost 
vocalic stabil ity . Their unstable counterparts are 
especially Xt , Ps, Si, AsT, A s X , Gj, Tp, and Co. 
Most of the other Amazonian languages show a 
mid-posit ion , whereas in the South Gk, Ch, and, 
though far less, Ap and Mb have some minor i n -
novations . In general, Amazonian languages are 
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more subject to vowel shift than Southern l a n g u a -
ges. 
3 . 6 . 4 . Treatment of V k / 
Only in one case we included a feature which does 
not occur in more than one language: Aweti is 
characterized by the fact that there is a change of 
/ k / > Ic] before palatal oral vowels and of / k / > 
[t] before palatal nasal vowels. This contributes to 
give Aweti its particular phonetic shape: Aw i - e c é 
'come in ! ' vs Av eiké, Ch/CT/Wa éike; Aw oténtap 
'door' vs Te ukén, Av oke. 
3 .7 . Matrix of comparison 
In the following matrix we use these abbreviations: 
pw: the reflex of PTG 'pwer is - p w e ( r ) 
kw: is - { k ) w e 
ke: is - k e (3 .6 .1 . ; '0' means lost of the suf f ix ) 
ti : "preservation of [t] preceding / i / " 
si: "PTG V t / + III > (sil" 
ci: "PTG V t / + / i / > (cil" 
?i: "PTG V t / + / i / > ( i l l " 
/ u / : "Existence of / u / " 
i / y : "Distinction of / i / and / a / vs / y / preserved" 
a /o : "Distinction of / a / vs / o / preserved" 
[§]: "Weakening of / y / or / a / > (§]" 
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4. RESULTS OF PHONOLOGICAL COMPARISON 
4.1 . If now we count the number of agreements 
between all the phonetic and phonological criteria 
in each language, we will get the rate of phonetic 
coherence between the languages. We give one 
point for every agreement between two languages 
with regard to the same criterion, no matter if it 
is an agreement between two positively or two 
negat ively marked criteria. Half a point is given 
for every agreement between a positive or negat ive 
answer and a positive answer of limited val idity , 
marked by ± . Thus, the possible maximum rate, 
which would mean phonological identity within the 
bounds of our criteria, is 37 points. 
4 .2 . The following table shows the phonological 
agreements between all compared languages in a 
ranking which goes from the highest rates down to 
the lowest ones. The most important result of the 
phonetic and phonological comparison are not only 
the groupings formed by the languages of great 
phonological similarity, but is also the shape of 
coherence each language shows with all other 
languages. There are languages which show very 
high rates of coherence with at least one or even 
with several other languages, and there are those 
which seem to be far less conspicuous by showing 
only a moderate rate of coherence, for instance 
not more than 29 points. And last there is a group 
of languages with a rather low rate of maximal 
coherence , t h a t is with a maximum under 26 
points. We can also see that high rate languages, 
like Tb, Av , Kw, AsT, Te, Gj, and Pt, generally 
show a more differenciated coherence with the 
other languages than moderate rate languages, as 
for instance Ap, Gy, WJ, AsX , because the latter 
ones do not have rates lower than 18 or 17 points. 
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High rate languages have a very specific phonetic 
shape, whereas moderate rate languages are less 
characterized and may be regarded as connecting 
links between well defined extremes. On the other 
hand, low rate languages, like Xt , Gk, Si, and Co, 
are characterized by a defective coherence with 
other Tupi -Guarani languages. It may be surprising 
that languages like Aweti and Sateré-Mawé are not 
more d i v e r g e n t from the average Tupi -Guarani 
phonetic shape than Urubú and less than Xt , Gk, 
Si, and Co. 
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4 . 3 . 
Tupinambá Avañe'e Apapocuva 
3 5 . 5 Kw 
3 1 . 5 Kw 
30 Av 30 Tb 
2 8 . 5 CT 
28 Mb 
2 7 . 5 Gy 2 7 . 5 Ub 2 7 . 5 Gy/Pt 
27 Pt 27 Pt 27 Kw 
2 6 . 5 Ap/Gy/Jm 2 6 . 5 Av 
26 CT 
2 5 . 5 Ap/CT 2 5 . 5 Tb 
2 4 . 5 Jm 2 4 . 5 Ch/Te 
24 Km 24 Aw/Cn 
2 3 . 5 Ch/Ub/SM 2 3 . 5 Mb 2 3 . 5 Jm/WJ/Gk 
23 WJ 
2 2 . 5 Mb/Si /Kb/ 2 2 . 5 Ps 2 2 . 5 Km 
Aw 
22 Wa/WJ 22 Wa 22 Kb/Ch 
2 1 . 5 S i / G j 2 1 . 5 Te/Em 
21 Te/Km 21 AsT 21 Wa/Tp 
2 0 . 5 AsX 2 0 . 5 Aw 
20 Em/Tp 20 A s T / S i / P s / U b 
1 9 . 5 AsX 1 9 . 5 Co/SM 
19 AsT/Em 
1 8 . 5 Gk/Cn 1 8 . 5 Cn/Kb 
18 Xt /AsX 
1 7 . 5 Gj /Tp 1 7 . 5 Xt 
17 Ps 17 Gk 17 Gj 
1 5 . 5 Co/SM 
15 Co 
1 4 . 5 Xt 
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Mbyá Kaivá Xetá 
28 Ap 
2 7 . 5 Pt 
26 Gy/Tp 
2 5 . 5 WJ/Gk 
25 AsT/Cn 
2 4 . 5 Jra 
24 Kw/Xt 
2 3 . 5 Av 
23 CT/Kb 
2 2 . 5 Tb/Wa/Em/ 
AsX/Km 




1 8 . 5 Co 









2 5 . 5 Ch/Gk/WJ 
25 Tp 
2 4 . 5 Mb/Gj 
24 Mb/Wa/Te/ 24 CT/Ub 
2 3 . 5 WJ Ub 2 3 . 5 Em/Ps 
23 Km 
2 2 . 5 Ps 
22 Si 
2 1 . 5 AsT 
21 AsT 21 Gy/Cn/AsX/ 
Pt/Km 
20 Gj/Aw 
1 9 . 5 Em/Tp 1 9 . 5 Si /Wa/Jm/Co 
19 Ap/Kw 
1 8 . 5 Cn/Kb 1 8 . 5 Te 
18 Xt /AsX 
1 7 . 5 Gk 
17 Av 
1 6 . 5 SM 1 6 . 5 Kb 
1 5 . 5 SM 
15 Aw 
14 Co 1 4 . 5 Tb 
Guayakl 
2 5 . 5 Mb/Xt 
2 4 . 5 Cn/Tp/Aw 
2 3 . 5 Ap/Kb/ 
23 Ps/WJ 
2 2 . 5 Ch/Ub/AsX 
22 Te/Wa 
2 1 . 5 CT/Km 
21 Em/Co 
20 Gy 
1 9 . 5 Jm/SM 
19 Gj 
1 8 . 5 T b / S i / P t 
18 AsT 





2 8 . 5 PS 
28 Kw 
27 Ub 
2 6 . 5 WJ 
2 5 . 5 Em 
25 Av/Xt 
2 4 . 5 Wa/Pt/SM 
24 S i / G j 
2 3 . 5 Tb/Km 
23 Te/Jm 
2 2 . 5 Gk/AsX 
22 Ap/Gy 
21 Tp 
2 0 . 5 AsT 
20 Cn 
19 Kb/Co 





2 8 . 5 Av/Pt 
28 WJ 
2 7 . 5 Jm 
2 6 . 5 Ps/Ub 
26 Ap 
2 5 . 5 Tb 
25 Gy 
2 4 . 5 Wa/Km 
24 Xt/SM 
2 3 . 5 Em 
23 Mb/Si /AsX 
2 2 . 5 Te/Gj 
22 AsT 
2 1 . 5 Gk/Cn/Tp 
20 Kb 
18 Aw 
1 7 . 5 Co 
16 Aw 
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Guarayo Pauserna Siriono 
2 8 . 5 Ch/Gj 
28 Te 
2 7 . 5 Tb/Ap 
27 Kw/Pt 27 AsT/Ub/SM 
2 6 . 5 Av 2 6 . 5 CT 
26 Mb 26 Em/Wa 26 Va 
2 5 . 5 WJ/AsX 
25 CT/Cn 25 Wa/Km 
2 4 . 5 WJ 2 4 . 5 Pt 
24 Ch 
2 3 . 5 Ps/Em/Wa 2 3 . 5 X t / G y / S i / K b 2 3 . 5 Ps/WJ 
23 Av/Gk/Jm/Co 23 CT 
2 2 . 5 Km 2 2 . 5 Kw/Cn/Tp 2 2 . 5 Tb 
22 Ch/Te/Aw 22 Kw/Ub/Aw 
2 1 . 5 Ub/Jm 2 1 . 5 Aw 2 1 . 5 Av 
21 X t / A s T / A s X / T p 21 Em/Kb 
2 0 . 5 Jm 
20 Gk/Si 20 Ap 20 Ap/Gy/Pt 
1 9 . 5 SM 1 9 . 5 Xt /Cn/Co 
19 Kb 19 Mb 
1 8 . 5 Gj /Co 1 8 . 5 Gk 
1 7 . 5 Mb 
17 Tb 17 AsX/SM 
1 6 . 5 Gj 
16 Tp/Kra 
1 5 . 5 AsT 
1 4 . 5 Te 
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Wayäpi Wayäpi (Jari) Emérillon 
31 . 5 Cn 
31 WJ 31 Wa 
29 . 5 Kb 2 9 . 5 AsT 
29 Gj 
28 . 5 AsT 
28 CT/Tp 28 Km 
2 7 . 5 Cn 27 . 5 AsX/Te 
27 Era/Km 27 WJ 
26 . 5 Jm 26 . 5 Ch/AsX/Ub/Kb 
26 Ps/Si /Km 26 Pt 26 Ps 
2 5 . 5 Cn/Ub/AsX/ 25 . 5 Mb/Xt/Ps/Jra 25 . 5 Ch/Tp 
25 Tp Aw 25 Te/Gj 
24 . 5 Ch/CT/AsT 24 . 5 Kw/Gy 24 . 5 Ub/Kb/Aw 
24 Em/SM 24 Wa/Pt/Jm 
23 . 5 Gy 2 3 . 5 Ap/Si 23 . 5 Xt/CT/Gy/SM 
23 Gj 23 Av/Gk 23 Co 
2 2 . 5 Mb 22 . 5 Mb 
22 Tb/Av/Kw/Gk/ 22 Tb 
Te/Pt 21 . 5 Ap 
21 Ap 21 Gk/Si 
20 Co 20 Aw/SM 20 Av 
19 . 5 Xt 19 . 5 Kw 
19 Co 19 Tb 
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Canoeiro Tembé 
32. 5 Gj 3 2 . 5 Te 
3 1 . 5 Em 
30 Km 
29 Pt 29 AsT/Em 
28 . 5 Jm/SM 2 8 . 5 Ps/AsX 
28 AsX/Tp 28 Ps/AsX 
2 7 . 5 WJ 27 . 5 Em/AsT/Km 
27 Te/Kb 27 Cn 27 Jm/SM 
2 6 . 5 Wa/Gj/Km 2 6 . 5 Cn/Tp 
26 AsT 26 Ub/Tp 26 Pt 
2 5 . 5 Wa 2 5 . 5 Ub 
25 Mb/Gy/Aw 25 WJ 25 WJ 
2 4 . 5 Ap/Gk 24 . 5 Av/Aw 2 4 . 5 Xt /Kb 
24 Ub/Pt 24 Kw/Kb 24 Ch 
2 3 . 5 Jm 
23 Ch 23 Wa 
2 2 . 5 Ps 22 . 5 CT/Co 2 2 . 5 CT 
22 Gk/Gy/Wa 22 Av 
2 1 . 5 CT/Co 21 . 5 Ap 2 1 . 5 Mb/Aw 
21 Xt 21 Tb 
2 0 . 5 SM 
20 Ch 20 Mb 20 Kw/Co 
1 9 . 5 Si 
19 Gk 
1 8 . 5 Tb/Av 18. ,5 Xt 1 8 . 5 Gy 
18 Kw 
1 7 . 5 Tb 
17 Ap 
1 6 . 5 Si 
1 4 . 5 Si 
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Urubú Tapirapé Asurini-Trocará 
31 AsX 
29 . 5 Km 2 9 . 5 Em 
29 AsT 29 Gj /Tp 
2 8 . 5 WJ/Pt 
28 WJ/Cn/AsX 
2 7 . 5 Av/Jm 2 7 . 5 Te 
27 Ch/Ps/Tp/Km 27 Ub/Kb 27 Ps 
2 6 . 5 CT/WJ/Pt 26 . 5 Gj/Jm 
26 Te 26 Mb/Te 26 Cn 
25 . 5 Wa/Gj 25 . 5 Em 2 5 . 5 Km/Jm 
25 AsX/SM 25 Xt/Wa 25 Mb 
2 4 . 5 Em 24 . 5 Gk/Pt 2 4 . 5 Wa 
24 Kw/Xt/Cn 24 Kb 
2 3 . 5 Tb 
23 Aw 
22 . 5 Gk 22 . 5 Ps 
22 Si /Kb 22 CT 
21 . 5 Gy 21. 5 Ap/CT/Gy/SM 2 1 . 5 Xt/SM 
21 Mb/AsT 21 Ch/Aw 21 Av/Kw/Gj 
2 0 . 5 Ch 
20 Ap 20 Av 20 Ap 
19. 5 Kw 
19 Tb 
1 8 . 5 Co 
18 Gk 
17 . 5 Tb/Co 
17 Aw 
16 . 5 Co 1 5 . 5 Si 
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Asurini (Xingu) Parintintin Kayabi 
31 AsT 
3 1 . 5 Kw 
31 Jm 
2 9 . 5 ¥a/Km 
29 Te 
2 8 . 5 Gj 2 8 . 5 CT/AsT 
28 Cn/Te/Tp 
2 7 . 5 Em/Jm/Km 2 7 . 5 Ap/Mb 
27 Kb 27 Tb/Av/Gy 27 Cn/AsX/Tp 
2 6 . 5 Ub 2 6 . 5 WJ 
26 WJ 26 WJ/Gj/Km 26 Aw 
2 5 . 5 Ps/Wa 2 5 . 5 SM 
25 Ub 25 Ch 
2 4 . 5 Pt/SM 2 4 . 5 Ps/AsX/Cn/Tp 2 4 . 5 Em/Gj 
24 Em 24 AsT/Te 
2 3 . 5 Gk/Ps/Jm 
23 CT 23 SM 23 Mb 
2 2 . 5 Mb/Gk 2 2 . 5 Tb 
22 Ch/Aw 22 Wa 22 Ap/Ub 
2 1 . 5 Aw 
21 Xt 21 Xt 21 Si 
2 0 . 5 Tb/Co 2 0 . 5 Kb 2 0 . 5 Pt 
20 CT 
1 9 . 5 Av/Gy 1 9 . 5 Si 1 9 . 5 Co 
19 Kw 19 Ch/Gy 
1 8 . 5 Gk 1 8 . 5 Av 
18 Ap 18 Kw 
17 Si 17 Co 
1 6 . 5 Xt 
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Kamayurá Cocama Juma 
31 Pt 
30 Gj 
2 9 . 5 Kb 
2 8 . 5 Te 
28 Em/Jm 28 Km 
27 . 5 AsX/Te/Tp 2 7 . 5 Av/CT/AsX/Ub 
27 WJ/SM/Ub 27 Kw/Gj 
26 . 5 Cn 2 6 . 5 Wa/AsT/Tp 
26 Ps/Wa/Pt 26 WJ/SM 
2 5 . 5 CT/AsT 2 5 . 5 Tb/Mb 
25 Aw 
2 4 . 5 Aw 2 4 . 5 Ap 
24 Av/Kw 24 Em 
2 3 . 5 Mb/Ch/Gy 2 3 . 5 Ch/Cn/Kb 
23 Aw 23 Ps/Em 23 Ps 
22 . 5 Ap 2 2 . 5 Te 2 2 . 5 Gy 
22 SM 
2 1 . 5 Xt/Gk 2 1 . 5 Cn 
21 Tb 21 Gk 
2 0 . 5 AsX 2 0 . 5 Si 
20 Wa/Gj 
1 9 . 5 A p / X t / S i / K b 1 9 . 5 Gk 
19 Ch/WJ/Jm 19 Xt /Co 
1 8 . 5 Mb/Gy/AsT 
1 7 . 5 CT/Tp 
17 Si 17 Pt 
1 6 . 5 Ub 





2 8 . 5 Te 
2 6 . 5 SM 
26 Kb 
2 5 . 5 Wa/Jm 
25 Cn/Te 
2 4 . 5 Ap/Gk/Em/Te/Co 
23 Ub/Km 
2 2 . 5 Tb 
22 Gy /AsX /S i 
2 1 . 5 P s / G j / P t 
2 0 . 5 Av/Tp 
20 Kw/WJ 
19 Mb 




2 6 . 5 Aw 
26 Jm 
2 5 . 5 Kb 
25 Ub 
2 4 . 5 Tb/Ch/AsX 
24 CT/Wa/Pt 
2 3 . 5 Em 
22 Co 
2 1 . 5 AsT/Tp 
2 0 . 5 Ap/Gy/Cn 
20 WJ 
1 9 . 5 Gk 
17 Si 
1 6 . 5 Kw 
1 5 . 5 Av/Mb/Xt 
4 .4 . Grouping based on phonological criteria 
4 .4 .1 . The large number of phonetic and phonolog-
ical criteria we considered in the comparison does 
not allow a clear grouping of all the languages 
studied. We can,however, establish four types of 
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results : First of all, it is evident that high rates 
of agreement indicate close phonological r e l a t i o n -
ship, which may also be evaluated as a statement 
of close cognate relationship or, at least , as s t a b i -
l i ty with regard to phonological change. Thus, we 
can see that Tupinambá, Kaiwá, and A v a ñ e ' é are 
close cognates and show a maximum of phonologic -
al stabil i ty , whereas Mbyá and Apapocuva are close 
to one another with a high, but not extreme rate 
of 28 points of agreement, and their phonological 
coherence with Tb, Kw, and Av is below this level . 
On the other hand, we see close relations not only 
between languages of the same area, but also b e -
tween Southern languages, like Tb, Kw, and Av, 
together with Ap and Mb, and languages of the 
Amazonian basin, and especially Parintintin. 
Most of the Amazonian languages of the T u p i - G u a -
rani family listed above are, however, all related 
phonetically with one another, but not with S o u t h -
ern languages. Exemplifying this are Em and Cn, 
AsT and AsX, Te and Gj, which not only form 
three small closely related subgroups, but also 
show low rates of agreement with Bolivian or 
Southern languages of the same family. Tp, Kb, 
and Km are well integrated into the Amazonian 
language group as there is a certain phonic a f f i n i -
ty between each of these three languages as well 
as between them and AsX, and between Tp, Kb, Cn 
and WJ. Yet they do not show exclusive coherence 
with definite subgroups. Juma, for instance, c o r -
relates clearly with Parintintin. Sateré-Mawé seems 
to have some aff inity to Te, Gj, Km, Aw, as well 
as to Ps. Both dialects of Wayapi are close c o g n a -
tes . Even though both show no particular phonetic 
af f ini ty to any other group, WJ has 28 points of 
agreement with CT and Wa 2 6 . 5 with Si, both of 
which belong to the Bolivian area group. 
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Within the languages of the Bolivian area, Ps is 
the only one to show more af f inity to Amazonian 
than to Southern languages. Gy is close to Tb, Ap, 
Kw, Av, as well as to Pt, whereas both dialects of 
Chiriguano show, on the one hand, a high rate of 
mutual coherence, but do not behave in the same 
way with regard to other languages. Both are close 
to Kw, but CT exhibits a slightly more c o n s e r v a -
t ive character, with regard to stable languages like 
Av , Pt, WJ, than Ch. It is, however, also important 
to see that they have some af f ini ty to the p h o n o l -
ogical shape of Amazonian languages, too. 
Low rate languages do not share most of the t r a d -
itional, i.e. inherited specific phonic characteristics 
of the language family. They are phonetically a b e r -
rant with regard to the majority of the languages. 
This applies especially Xt , Gk, Si, Co, and Aw. C o -
cama seems to differ the most from the general 
character of traditional Southern languages, w h e r e -
as at least Xt and Gk show more af f ini ty to those 
than to Amazonian languages. Siriono is a very 
peculiar case, but could be regarded as a link b e t -
ween Amazonian, Bolivian, and Southern l a n g u a -
ges. Finally, Urubú, though being less aberrant 
than Siriono, could be classif ied in a similar way. 
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4 .4 .2 . Simplifying and systematizing our phonologi -
cal ranking we come to the following grouping of 
Tupi -Guarani languages: 
Southern group 
Ap - Mb 
Gy 
Kw 










Em - Cn 
Wa AsT - AsX 
WJ Kb 






l e s s con-
s e r v a t i v e 
l e s s con 
s e r v a t i v e 
most i n -
novatory 
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5. FIRST SET OF GRAMMATICAL AND MORPHO-
LOGICAL CRITERIA 
An additional study of morphological and grammat-
ica l criteria partly confirms, di f ferentiates and 
clarifies this complex configuration^®. Grammatical 
criteria refer to the existence of a grammatical 
category, whereas morphological criteria refer to 
the form of a grammatical morpheme. Old Tupi 
and/or Old Guaraní can be characterized by most 
of the criteria included. These criteria i l lustrate 
yet again the degree of linguistic change and s t a -
bility, this time in the field of morphological and 
grammatical conservatism or innovation. Generally, 
we did not include innovations that characterize 
some of the Amazonian languages and that are not 
traditionally found in the majority of the T u p l -
Guaranl languages. Traditional grammatical forms 
which have undergone thorough changes will be 
reflected by negative scores for those features . 
However, In four cases we Included widespread 
Innovatory criteria (see below 5 .3 .2 . , 7 .4 .3 . - 7 . 4 . 4 . ) . 
5 .1 . Alternating initial t - , r - , h -
One of the typical features of Tupl -Guaranl l a n -
guages Is the alternation of initial t - , r - , h - in 
certain nouns. According to the phonetic evolution 
of * c - . Its realization is [ s - ] or I c - ] in some c o n -
servat ive languages and [ h - ] or i in the more 
developed ones (see above 3 .4 .1 . ) . Non-possess ion 
As was stated above (see 2 .1 . ) , Xetá , P a u s e r -
na-GuaraSug'wä, and Canoelro had to be completely 
excluded from morphological and grammatical c o m -
parison due to a lack of data. We were able to 
partly include Aweti and Sateré-Mawé. 
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is generally indicated by t - f o r m s , sometimes by s -
or 6 (Av so'ó 'meat', oke 'door', Ch/CT sóo, öke), 
whereas r - f o r m s mark 'attributive' function and h -
forms '3 p possession'(see 5 .3 .1 , ) . Here we only 
di f ferentiate between t - (or its allomorphs), r - , 
and h - (TRH in the matrix). TR^ is offered for the 
alternative solution, where the h - initial is r e p r e -
sented by ft\ T/R, where there is only an a l t e r n a -
t ive between t - and r - , r - occuring even as the 
marker of 3 p, as is the case of Si: erási t e se ka 
'something is giving me pain', corresponding with 
Av h a s y - e t é x é - v e . OTH is a heading in the matrix 
that indicates other solutions, as for instance r - vs 
b in Tp, t - / ' - vs r - vs i - or other specified 3 p 
prefixes in Kb, or even supplementary forms, like 
that of the Ub s - c l a s s , which changes k - > S - in 3 
p: Ub ihé kupé 'my back' vs xupé 'his back' ( K a -
kumasu 1986: 3 7 1 - 3 7 2 ) . 
Some languages have the usual alternation between 
t - and r - , but have different solutions for 3 p: Wa, 
WJ, Em, A s X , Tp, and Jm usually have Ó, but have 
maintained h - in monosyllabic words. We mark this 
by ±TRH and + T / R in the matrix. In Pt the d i s -
tribution of t - , h - , ^ seems to be not only a q u e s -
tion of syntax , but of class marking ( t - for human, 
h - for non-human, for human in some cases; see 
Betts 1981 : 7 2 - 7 3 ) , whereas r - is always attributive. 
5 .2 . Attr ibutive and predicative forms 
The next criteria are to show the kind of d i s t i n c -
tion between attributive and predicative functions 
in words with alternating initial sound. Here we 
find maintained in most languages the traditional 
distribution we have in Tupinambá and Old G u a r a -
ní: The predicative form is s - , h - , or i , whereas 
the attributive form is that of 1 p and 2 p d e t e r -
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miners (Av hasy 'his /her i l lness' , 'he /she is ill ' vs 
x e - r a s y 'my il lness' , 'I am ill ' , but also x e - m e m b y -
rasy 'my child's i l lness ' vs xe -memby hasy 'my 
child is ill ' ; Gy tácy ' i l l (ness) ' vs c h e - r á c y 'I am 
ill ' vs ácy 'he is ill ' ; Tp che-remireká 'my h u s -
band/wife , partner' vs erai-reká 'his /her partner' , 
c h e - r a t y 'my wife' vs aty 'his wife') . Only Ch, CT, 
and SM generalized h - both in predicative and 
attributive function (Ch che-mémby hásy 'my child 
is ill ' as well as 'my child's i l lness ' ) . The Chañé 
dialect of Chiriguano does not have this feature 
( c h e - m é m b y - r á s y 'my child's i l lness ' ) . Si has g e n e -
ralized r - in both functions (see above 5 .1 .1 . ) , 
Neither Gk, Aw. nor Co have any of the a l t e r n a -
tions discussed in 5 .1 . nor, consequently, dif ferent 
forms for predicative and attributive functions. 
In the matrix we mark the different solutions by 
rh whenever attributive r - is different from p r e d -
icative h - or (Í; hh whenever both functions are 
not distinguished, but h - is the general form; IT 
whenever r - is the general form. 
5 .3 . Reflexive forms 
5 .3 .1 . Still in the nominal field, we study the p r e -
servation of the distinction between ref lexive and 
n o n - r e f l e x i v e forms of the 3 p markers of nouns. 
This traditional feature has been largely maintained 
and is unknown only in aberrant languages within 
the Tupi -Guarani language family, like Gk and Co, 
as well as in Ch/ C T " . Si, and Ub. In the other 
" We will see that there is generally no impor-
t a n t grammatical and morphological d i f f e r e n c e 
between Chir iguano-Ava and Chiriguano-Tapyi , so 
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languages even the morphology of the 3 p ref lexive 
form is, in general, the traditional one: Tb s - e t é 
'his body', Latin 'corpus eius' vs o - e t é 'his (own) 
body', Latin 'corpus suum'; túba 'his father' vs 
gúba 'his (the subject 's) father' ; Gy c - é t e vs g w é -
te, tu vs gu, ia 'its fruit ' vs óa ' i t s /h is /her (own) 
fruit ' , tayr 'his son' vs gwayr 'his (own) son'; Km 
tairra vs oayra; Mb ta'y vs gwa'y, ipó 'his hand' vs 
opó 'his (own) hand', ová 'his head' vs ngová 'his 
(own) head'; Pt g á - p o 'somebody's hand' vs ó - p o 
'his (own) hand'; Tp ipyha 'somebody's liver' vs 
apyha 'his (own) liver' ; Wa ilu oikáka 'he killed his 
(somebody else 's) father' vs olu oikáka 'he killed 
his (own) father ' (see Grenand 1980 :58) ; Te i w y r a -
pár 'his bow' vs uwyrapár 'his (own) bow', hapyi 
'his house' vs uapyi 'his (own) house'; SM ipy 'his 
foot' vs topy 'his (own) foot ' , iha 'his eye' vs teha 
'his (own) eye' . In Av the reflexive form o g u e - vs 
n o n - r e f l e x i v e i - / h - only occurs as a fixed form 
with a few nouns (henda 'his house' vs oguenda 
'his own house' , hetä 'his country' vs ogueta 'his 
own country') . It is marked ± A v in the matrix. 
5 .3 .2 . In some languages the category of ref lexive 
vs n o n - r e f l e x i v e person marking has been extended 
to all persons. This is so in the case of Tp, Kb, 
AsT, and partly AsX, and therefore seems to be an 
Amazonian feature: Tp c h e - p i n a 'my f i s h i n g - h o o k 
(with regard to someone or something)' vs w e - p i n a 
'my f i s h i n g - h o o k (with regard to me)'; A s X dSe'Vna 
17 
we will not have them as separate items in the 
following matrices. These dialects are differentiated 
in phonological and lexical respect (see Dietrich 
1986: 1 9 8 - 2 0 1 ) . 
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o é s ' a k 'he sees my picture' vs te 'yna aési'ak 'I see 
my picture (in the mirror)'. 
5 .4 . Person marking 
5 .4 .1 . One of the most prominent characteristics of 
a Tupi -Guarani language is its manner of person 
marking. Nearly all these languages have the same 
semantic distinctions, that is, for instance, they 
distinguish nominal from verbal markers, they d i s -
tinguish the same persons, and they use the same 
kind of traditional morphemes. Innovations in this 
field prove that the respective language either 
does not originally belong to the Tupi -Guarani 
family or that it has developed in another d i r e c -
tion. In our comparison we have included two c r i -
teria, the first of which determines the category 
of the person by studying the personal pronouns 
(Pr in the matrix) from which nominal person 
markers are traditionally derived; the second c r i t e -
rion refers to the question if there are separate 
verbal person markers (PM in the matrix). 
Ub is the only language to preserve not more than 
one 1 pi p form, jan(d)é, j a - and hence does not 
dif ferentiate inclusive from exclusive meaning. As 
the rest of its person markers are traditional, we 
marked ± Ub for PPr. Em does not distinguish b e -
tween inclusive and exclusive 1 pi person in the 
verbal person markers, where n o n d e - is the only 
form for intransitive verbs (for c i - in transit ive 
verbs see below 5 .4 .3 . ) . Gk has only the traditional 
personal pronouns and uses them as person markers 
in nouns and verbs (or, rather, Gk does not d i f f e -
rentiate nouns and verbs), so that we mark +Gk 
for Pr, but - G k for PM. Si has changed the 3 p 
morpheme to e - '3 sg p' vs h e - '3 pi p', so we 
marked ± Si for PPr. Em shows some innovations 
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in the set of personal pronouns: nonte kom '1 pi 
incl' , aga /winya '3 sg p', and wain kom '3 pi p' 
show a complete reorganization. All plural persons 
have a plural marker ko(m) which was borrowed 
from Carib (see A. Jensen 1979: 6). Aw has c h a n -
ged its 1 pi incl form ( k a y - for verbs and nouns). 
Co does not differentiate between nouns and verbs, 
but the category of person itself is not changed, 
though the morphology is not the traditional one 
for 3 sg and pi and 1 pi incl, especially as there 
are male and female forms for all persons. 
5 .4 .2 . Modern Tupi-Guarani languages of the South 
are characterized by two series of verbal person 
markers ( a - , ( e ) r e - , o - , y a - , ( o ) r o - , p e - and a l - , 
( e ) r e i - , o i - , y a i - , ( o ) r o i - , p e i - , and special variants 
according to the language). The i - p r e f i x has been 
said to mark transitive verbs, because it is the 
morpheme of the third person as an object in some 
languages, but not in all (see Dietrich 1 9 8 6 : 8 9 - 9 0 ) . 
It was a f ree syntact ica l form in Tupinambá, 
whereas it is obligatory with certain verbs in Av , 
Ap, Kw, Mb, Ch/CT, and Gy, which means, it must 
be expressed even if there is a nominal direct 
object. In these languages all verbs with - i - e x p a n -
sion are transitive, but not all transit ive verbs 
have the - i - e x p a n s i o n . We mark ± Te and Gj in the 
matrix, because these languages show ref lexes o f -
i - only in verbs with vocalic initial sounds, [ i -1 
becoming |j-) and then [z): a z - a p ó , e r e z - a p ó , u z -
apó etc, from apó (not "zapó) 'to make', because it 
is h e - a p ó (not ' h e - z a p ó ) 'he made me', and s i m i -
larly Te/Gj h e - a p i 'they stroke me' vs a z - a p l 'I 
stroke (him/her/them)' (see also Jensen 1987 :51 ) . 
Mistakenly most linguistic descriptions note roots 
like 'zapó 'to make' or 'zapi 'to strike' , saying 
that apó and api are "short" forms. SM (Abraham-
son 1 9 8 4 : 1 7 8 - 1 8 1 ) shows the prefix in transit ive 
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verbs whenever the object is focussed, so we mark 
± SM for the criterion a - / a i - , which means that 
there is a complementary distribution of verbal 
markers with and without the i - p r e f i x . 
5 .4 .3 . Some Amazonian Tupi -Guarani languages are 
characterized by a morphological distinction b e t -
ween two 1 pi incl verbal person markers, one for 
intransitive verbs and corresponding phonologically 
to " j a - and a second one corresponding phonolog-
ically to ' t i - , which is used with transit ive verbs. 
Jensen ( 1 9 8 7 : 5 0 - 5 2 ) gave a conclusive explanation 
of the origin of ' t i - (< ' t - j a - i ) , which accounts 
for the fact that, at least in some cases, ' t i - f o r m s 
occur only in the optative (purpose) mood and do 
not show its morpheme t - because this prefix has 
already been incorporated in ' t i - : Wa j a - t u w e si 'u 
'we (incl.) go, let 's eat (it) ' , Te ti 'ú zaha ' let 's go 
to eat (it) ' , Gj s i - a p ó 'we (incl.) made it' , but also 
'for us (incl.) to make it' ; Em c i - k ú s u k 'we (incl.) 
washed ( i t ) ' , Tp chiáró 'we (incl.) waited for 
them', Kb s i - e t i i 'we (incl.) smelled (it) ' , Pt t i -
juká ' we (incl.) killed it' , Aw ti—t—étúp ujá 'we 
(incl.) heard him'. 
5 .5 . Matrix of comparison 
In the following first matrix of grammatical and 
morphological criteria we used these abbreviations: 
TRH, TR;i, T/R, OTH (see above 5 .1 . ) 
rh, hh, rr (see above 5 .2 . ) 
rfl: "Existence of a ref lexive 3 p marker" (see 
above 5 .3 .1 . ) 
RFL: "Existence of ref lexive forms for all persons" 
(see 5 . 3 . 2 . ) 
Pr: " E x i s t e n c e of the traditional category of 
persons as represented by personal pronouns" 
(see above 5 .4 .1 . ) 
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PM: "Existence of verbal person markers" (see 
above 5 .4 .1 . ) 
ai: "Distinction of two sets of verbal person 
markers" (see 5 .4 .2 . ) 
ti: "Existence of a special 1 p incl person m a r -
ker" (5 .4 .3 . ) . 
TRH TRii T/R OTH rh hh rr r + - - - a i t i 
The above matrix will be analysed below, together 
with the two following ones (see p. 74 and p. 83) . 
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6. SECOND SET OF GRAMMATICAL AND MOR-
PHOLOGICAL CRITERIA 
6.1 . Negation 
Most of the following criteria refer to verbal 
c a t e g o r i e s . The tradi t ional n e g a t i v e morpheme 
(Neg) of Tupi-Guarani languages is n(d) . . .i , which 
is wel l -known in all dialects except in Gk, the 
Chiriguano complex, Si, and Ub. In Co we have 
tyma and ni, both preceding the predicate, so that 
we note ±Co for "neg"i8. We were interested f u r -
thermore in finding out the diffusion of a negative 
morpheme ' - a or - ä , which is a lexical negation in 
Ch/ CT, but a predicative one in Gk and Si. In Ub 
the only negative particle is - J t h , which is the 
traditional lexical negative morpheme of Old Tupi 
and Guarani. Therefore we had to note - U b for 
"Neg" and ±Ub for " - ä " , because it only has ani as 
a negative phrase 'no! ' , but not as a negative m o r -
pheme. WJ and Em have a negative suf f ix -rowä, 
which was rated at 0 .3 points. The existence of 
only ani 'no! ' was rated at 0 .3 points and marked 
by ^ in the matrix. 
6.2. Optative mood 
One of the standard verbal categories of t radi t ion -
al Tupi -Guarani languages is the optative mood 
(permissive, hortative, or purpose mood) as e x p r e s -
sed by the prefix t - : Mb ta' ikuái pora ' they may 
Tyma could be related to Ch/CT mbáety (ma) 
'NEG perfective aspect' , which derives from mbáe 
'thing, something, nothing' + hetyp 'not to agree' 
(which is quoted for Old Guarani, see Montoya 
1639, SV) + ma 'perfective aspect; already' . 
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l ive in harmony', Av tapuká xé 'I may laugh, let 
me laugh, I am going to laugh', Ch/CT tóu 'he may 
come, let him come', Pt taho 'I may/want to go', 
Te ta -zane-ruri^w 'we may be delighted', Si t a t é a 'I 
am going/want to see him', Wa a á - t a t a - j á u 'I am 
going to take a bath' . The n o n - e x i s t e n c e of this 
mood in Gk, A s X , Ub, Aw, Co, and SM separates 
these languages from the rest of the language 
family, particularly as this negative feature is not 
the only one that characterizes just this group of 
languages. In Tp we find t - in some fixed e x p r e s -
sions, like t e ' y - n a 'sit down!' ( ä - y n 'I sit down') or 
tehina 'let u s . . . ! ' (tehina aawó 'let him go ! ' ) . As 
there is no free form, we mark ^Tp or 0 .3 points 
for " t - " . 
6 .3 . Tense 
6 .3 .1 . Most Tupi -Guarani languages are character i -
zed by the expression of tense and aspect both in 
verbs and in nouns. The basic opposition of verbal 
tense is that of future and n o n - f u t u r e , because 
future has its own morphemes, whereas n o n - f u t u r e 
is expressed by a zero morpheme and means b a s i c -
ally past tense. There are different constructions 
with auxiliary verbs for the explicit expression of 
present tense. Future has a traditional distinction 
between remote future ( - n e ) and intentional future, 
expressed by - t a (< pota 'to want') : Ch/CT a j ú - t a 
'I am going to come' vs á j u - n e 'I will come ( s o m e -
time)' , Tp a c h a o - p a t a n 'I am going to bathe' vs 
a c h a o - n e 'I will bathe (sometime)'; Wa a á - t a 'I am 
going to go', tátu o í k a - n e 'he will /must kill the 
armadillo'. Both forms are somewhat archaic in Gy, 
so we mark ± G y for " - t a " and " - n e " . Some l a n g u a -
ges only have the remote future: Km korin a h á - n 
'tomorrow I will go', Te a p u k á - n e h é 'I will laugh' , 
ahá t a w h ú - p e - n e h é 'I will go to town'. Others only 
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h a v e the intentional future, like Mb ( a i a p ó - t a 
tembi'ú 'I am going to prepare the meal') , WJ, 
AsT, A s X ( i a k y m - ó t a t "he is going to be wet') , and 
Ub, but Em, which is close to Wayapi in many r e -
gards, has both the futures ( a p ó t a - n e 'I will be 
willing to, will desire it' and a m e ' é n g - t a t 'I am 
going to give it ' ) . 
6 .3 .2 . Nominal tense (NT) or aspect is very uniform 
in nearly all these languages and is di f ferentiated 
everywhere in the same way: - r a m a , - r a m , - r ä , - r a 
for the destinative aspect, and -pwéra , - k w e r , 
kwe, - n w e for the perfective aspect, for instance 
in Ch/CT aiápo äi c h e - r e t ä - r a 'I am making /bui ld -
ing my (future) house (which is to be my house) ' 
vs aécha c h e - r e t ä - g w e 'I saw my ancient house 
(which is no longer a house, but a ruin)'; Km y w y -
r a p a r - a m 'which is to be a bow', i rü -ram 'the one 
who is to be a husband'. In some languages the 
distinction between nominal and verbal tense is not 
very strict , which means that nominal tense may 
occur also with verbs, but not vice versa: Mb n e -
kane'ö v y n d - e r e - o - v e - i ' i á when you get tired, you 
won't go on any farther' (see Dooley 1987 :14 ) , Gy 
a c é p j a - r a 'I will see him'. 
6 .4 . Nominalizing suf f ixes 
6 .4 .1 . In most of the Southern Tupi -Guarani l a n -
guages there is a nominal form of verbs, called a 
participle by the ancient grammarians, i .e. the 
patient of the action expressed by a transit ive 
verb. This nominalizing suff ix , - p y { r ) , has future 
and perfective forms in Tb ( - p y r a , -pyráma, - p y r -
wéra), A v ( - p y , - p y - r a , - p y r é ) , Gk ( - p y / - m b y , - p r a , 
- p r e ) , Gy ( - p y r , - p y r a . -pjnrer, and the like in Mb 
and Kw), SM (pyr -am, p y r - e t , see Graham and 
Harrison 1984 :197) , but not in Tp, which has only 
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- p y r á ( ichoka-pyrá 'the one who was killed, who is 
dead') . In the Amazonian area the suf f ix exists in 
Em ( - p y l y ) , Tp. Km, Kb ( - p y r ) , SM, and Pt, though 
the meaning of Pt - p y r is not exactly the same as 
in the other languages and is therefore marked +Pt 
in the matrix. 
6 .4 .2 . Similarly typical of traditional Tupi -Guarani 
languages are word formations by means of the 
prefix t e m ( b ) i - (with alternating initial consonant) , 
which express the result or object of a process. 
These deverbal nouns are often described as p r e -
s e n t p a s s i v e participles because the formation 
means 'that which is done'. But the definition of 
the participle does not include the semantic r e s -
triction to the designation of things, concrete or 
abstract , as we find in tem(b)i - formations . T h e r e -
fore, we cannot admit the existence of participles 
In Tupi -Guarani languages, except in the case of 
the passive participles formed by - p y r . Formations 
by means of t - e m ( b ) i - do not exist in Gk, Si, Ub, 
and Co. Information is lacking for A s X , Aw, and 
Jm, but we have, for example Tb temijuká 'what is 
killed', abá remijuká 'what is killed by the Indian'; 
Mb, Kw, Av tembi'ú 'what is eaten, meal', Mb e m i -
endú 'what is heard, news'; Ch/CT temimónde ' c l o -
thing, clothes' , che-rembiápo 'my creation'; Te h e -
remierekó 'what is possessed by me, my goods', 
he -remirekó 'what is held by me, my wife' ; Pt j i -
remitym 'what is planted by me, my plant' ; Tp 
che-remihó hehe 'what is eaten by me/my meal is 
g o o d / t a s t y ' ; Wa e - l e m i ' u , Em e - l e m i ' ö 'what is 
eaten by me, my meal'. 
6 .5 . Syntactical hierarchization 
Syntactical hierarchization is rather poor in T u p i -
Guarani languages, but all the languages, except Si, 
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Te, Gj, Ub, and Gk, use the traditional suf f ixes , 
called gerund suf f ixes by ancient grammarians. Tb 
has - b o , - m o , - ramo, and - a for marking dependent 
clauses - details cannot be studied here - and at 
least one of these suf f ixes appears in most of the 
other languages. We find - w o in Av, - w y or - v y in 
Ap, Mb, Kw, - w o e in Gy (but as an archaic form, 
therefore ±Gy for " - w o " ) , - w e in Te. - p e in G j , -
wo in Tp, Pt, and Jm, - a w in Aw, whereas - a 
exists in Tp, Pt, Kb, and Jm, - o in Em. Co has - a i , 
which we consider as being the same. The most 
widespread suf f ix is - r a m o (in Av.Mb, Kw. Ch/CT, 
Gy (but archaic) , AsT, Km), - r a m b e in A s X , - e m o 
in Te, - l e m e in Wa, - r e m e in WJ, - a - n a m in E m , -
amo, - r o , - n o in Pt, - n o in Ap, - a m u in Kb, - h a m o 
in SM. Other s u f f i x e s , which were considered 
equivalent to - ramo, are - m e h e (for instance in 
Te and Gj) and - r a h a in Ub, but as they do not 
correspond absolutely with regard to morphology, 
they are rated at only 0 .5 points. We did not c o n -
sider the suf f ix - j a w e , existing in Av , Mb, Kw, Gk, 
and Ch/CT. 
6 .6 . Reflexive and reciprocal voice 
Reflexive and reciprocal voice is a wel l -known 
and, hence, an important category of Tupi -Guarani 
languages. Whereas the ref lexive voice, expressed 
by - j e - and its different phonological ref lexes , is 
found in all languages but Gk and marked by a 
different morpheme ( - k a ) in Co (0 .3 points) , the 
reciprocal voice, corresponding phonologically to 
the prefix - j o - , is less universal : It does not exist 
in Gk, Te, Gj, Ub, Co, and is undifferentiated from 
the ref lexive voice in WJ and Em. In WJ and 
Wayampipukú - j o - occurs with nouns ( o - n ú p a ñ o -
ä k a - k u p a ' S - h i t RECIPR-head-PL', "they hit each 
other on their heads' ; but also Wa opóko o j e - k u p a 
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•3p hit RECIPR-PL), but not with verbs, where it 
is expressed by - j i - ' ref lexive ' ; therefore we rate 
±WJ for " - j o - " . In Wa, however, we also find o - j o -
wápy ' they lock up each other', though it is not 
clear whether this is possible in all grammatical 
persons. In Ub the formal syncretism is r e p r e s e n -
ted by - j u - , with a ref lexive as well as a recipro-
cal function. Examples of the ref lexive and r e c i -
procal voices: Tb a - j e - p y s y k 'I hold on to s . t h . ' -
o r o - j o - p y s y k 'we iexcl) hold on to s . th. ' ; Ch ñ a - ñ e -
fiywo 'we arrowed ourselves ' , that is 'we d i s c h a r -
ged arrows to ourselves ' , o - j o - á y u ' they love t h e m -
selves mutually' ; Gy a - j e - é p j a 'I see m y s e l f - j a -
j o - j ú k a 'we kill ourselves mutually' ; Si a - d i - m ú m b a , 
a -d j i - raúmba, a -1Ji -múmba, a - t j u - m ú m b a 'I wake 
up', a - y i - í s l 'I take it for m y s e l f , a - 1 J u - r ú b a 'I 
take myself up, I s tand/get up'; Wa a - j - k ú s u 'I 
clean m y s e l f . Tp ä - c h e - c h o k ä 'I squash m y s e l f 
c h i - c h a - c h o k a 'we (incl) strike us mutually' ; Kb a -
j - e s a - u k á je klä upé 'I showed myself to him (to 
the doctor)' vs a - j u - e s á k wä 'they saw themselves 
one another' . 
In Si the reciprocal voice does not exist , but there 
is a ref lex of it in pronouns like utjúe. which 
corresponds to Ch/Gy o j ó u - p e 'to one another' , so 
that we count 0 .3 points in the matrix. The same 
is true for WJ, and Em. where we find pronominal 
forms like Em d^ópe 'to them'. SM has a prefix 
t o ' o - 'reciprocal' , which could be the same, and 
another prefix w o ' o - 'universal reciprocal' ( u r u -
w o ' o - k w a p 'we (excl) all know one another' , see 
Graham and Harrison 1984 :185) , so that we rate it 
+SM for " - j o - " . 
6 .7 . Matrix of comparison 
In the following matrix the criteria are abbreviated 
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by the morphemes studied in the preceding p a r a -
graphs. "Neg" means the form of predicative n e g a -
tion (see 6 .1 . ) , " t - " is the optative mood (see 6 .2 . ) , 
" t a " , "ne " are suf f ixes for 'future* (see 6 .3 .1 . ) , "NT" 
is nominal tense (see 6 .3 .2 . ) , "pyr/emi" are n o m i n a -
l iz ing s u f f i x e s ( see 6 . 4 . ) , " w o / - a / r ( a ) m ( o ) " are 
suf f ixes for syntactical hierarchization (see 6 .5 . ) , 
and " j e " / " j o " are morphemes o 
reciprocal voice (see 6 .6 . ) . 





Kw + i 
Gk - + 
Ch/CT- + 
Gy + -
Si - + 
Wa + ± 
WJ + 
Em + + 
AsT + 7 
AsX + J 
Te + -
Gj + + 
Ub -
Tp + -
Kb + ? 
Pt + ± 
Jm + ± 
Km + i. 
Co ± -
Aw ? ? 
SM + 7 
i. 







the ref lexive and 
a rm j e j o 
+ + + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
- + + + 
± + + 
- + 
+ + ± 
+ + i. 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ + -
± + -
± - + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ + + + 
+ ? ? 
+ + + 
+ i. -
- 7 ? 
+ ± ± 
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The above matrix will be analysed below, together 
with the following one (see p. 83) . 
7. THIRD SET OF GRAMMATICAL AND M O R -
PHOLOGICAL CRITERIA 
7 .1 . Voice 
7 .1 .1 . Factit ive or causative voice has two t r a d i -
t ional ly differentiated categories in most T u p i -
Guarani languages. One is represented by the s u f f i x 
- u k a i r ) , which expresses ' fact i t ive voice' in t r a n s i -
t ive verbs (Av ajuká 'I killed (him)' v s a j u k a - u k á 
'1 made him kill (somebody)' , Si amiikwa-uka 'I 
make him know it ' . CT e e b á - u k a 'make/let me see 
i t / them! ' , Te a 'é u z u k á - u k á r tapi ' íríi) z w ä - p e 'he 
made Joäo kill the tapir' ; Tp awachihi a c h a a k - a k a n 
'I make him/them crush (the) rice'; Kb kasurua 
a e s a - u k a t je klä upé 'I made him see /showed him 
the pup'. The fact it ive voice is unknown only in 
Wa. WJ, AsX and Ub, Cocama having again the 
category, but not the suf f ix , which is - t a . So we 
mark ^Co for "uka" . Gk has only a prefix k a - 'to 
feign, af fect ' , which may have the same origin, 
whereas the suf f ix - k a , - n g a 'which is useful , f i t 
for' is a nominal suf f ix and has nothing to do with 
- u k a ( r ) , therefore ±Gk for "uka " . 
7 .1 .2 . The prefix - r o - and all corresponding forms, 
like Tp - r a - , is s o c i a t i v e - f a c t i t i v e or concomitant -
soc iat ive , which means that the subject makes 
someone do something and performs the same a c -
tion himself: Mb kavajú a - r o - ñ á , y v a t é - r u p i a - r o - p ó 
'I made the horse run (accompanying it) , I made it 
jump high up (accompanying it) ' ; Ch áike 'I went 
in' vs a - r ó - i k e 'I made him go in (accompanying 
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him)', opüa 'he got up' - gwyropiia 'I made him get 
up with me'; Wa w e - l o - w a ' e ' they made her come 
with them', o j - l o - i k e 'he made him enter with 
him'; WJ aro'a 'I made him fall with me', o - e r o - ' a 
'he made me fall with him'; Si a - r u - 1 J é v i 'I made 
him return with me'; Chario a - r a - k é 'I make Cha-
rlo enter with me, I enter accompanied by Chario'; 
AsT o - e r o - c h é r e m ä A s X o - romoi - ¿érep 'I made the 
boat f loat upon the water (accompanying it) ' . S o -
c i a t i v e - f a c t i t i v e - r o - does not exist in Gk, Ub, and 
Co. According to Jensen ( 1 9 8 4 : 1 0 4 ) this morpheme 
is integrated in widespread verbal units, like a - r -
eko 'I made it stay with me, I own(ed) it ' , a - r - a -
(h)a 'I made it go with me, I took it along with 
me', and would explain their structure. 
7 .2 . Word formation morphemes 
7 .2 .1 . Word formation is one of the most elaborated 
f ields of Tupi -Guarani grammar. So we had to 
make a choice between the numerous suf f ixes and 
prefixes. The first morpheme is a universal one in 
Tupi -Guarani languages: - m o - or ( - m b o - ) precedes 
verbal roots of intransitive verbs and then means 
' fact i t ive ' (in which case it is not a word f o r m a -
tion morpheme, for example in Ch/CT óky 'it rains' 
vs omóngy 'he makes it rain', WJ ajáu 'I bathe' vs 
amojáu 'I make him/her/them bathe') , Em o - m 5 -
m b a - k á t u 'he made him/her/them awake'. It is, 
however, an element of word formation whenever 
it makes fact it ive verbs from nominal predicates: 
Ch/CT imäna 'he/she is ashamed' amomana 'I 
make him ashamed'; Gy c - é t a 'there is a lot' 
amoéta 'I multiply, increase it' ; Te akym 'it is wet' 
-^amuakym 'I make it wet'; Si e - s 5 5 , e - r 5 5 'it is 
soft , sloppy and fi lthy' —> amosSo 'I make it s l o p -
py and f i lthy' ; Kb j e - m a r a ' n e kfa reé 'I became — > 
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angry at him' vs je -momara 'ne kia 'he made me 
become angry at him'. 
But - m o - also serves as a verbalizer of nominal 
non-predicat ive roots: Mb pyaú 'new' ambopyaú 
'I renew it' ; Pt pyha 'transparent' — ^ amombyha 'I 
make it transparent, make holes, knit it ' ; Te irú 
'friend, companion' amuirú 'I accompanied him'; 
Ch iru 'friend, comrade' — a m ü l r u 'I accompanied 
him'; Pt pora^ 'talented, gifted' — > amomoräg 'I 
charmed, enchanted ' ; Kb kawi 'manioc mush'—> 
amokawl 'I made manioc mush'. This universal 
prefix does not exist in Gk and Co. 
7 . 2 . 2 . The second word formation morpheme we 
chose for classifying purposes is the still more 
universa l nominalizer that phonologically corre -
sponds to PTG ' - c a r (we simplify with regard to 
the allomorphs, see Jensen 1 9 8 4 : 1 0 8 - 1 0 9 ) . This very 
productive suf f ix forms agent substantives (nomina 
agentis) chiefly from verbal, but also from nominal 
predicative roots. Its existence in all studied T u p i -
Guarani languages, apart from Wa, Em, AsX , and 
Jm, where we lack information, does not make this 
suf f ix suitable for classification, but it shows the 
surprising morphological coherence of these l a n -
guages: Tb j u k a - s á r a 'killer', p y s y k - á r a 'the one 
who takes hold of, catches' ; Mb oó a p o - á 'home 
constructor' ; Ap ñande-rakykwé m o ñ a - á 'those who 
come behind us' (see Nimuendaju 1914: 401) ; Ch/CT 
w a k a - r é t a iñangaréko -a 'guardian of cows, cowboy', 
w a k a - r é t a r é r u - a 'the bringer of the cows'; Gy 
c h e - m b o é - c a r 'my t e a c h e r ' ; Si e - r i r o - s a 'who 
steals , thief ' ; Wa jemoe'a 'pupil, the one who 
teaches to himself /who learns'; WJ m o ' e - a ' t e a c h -
er', p e t e - a 'who claps his hands'; Wayapi of the 
Amapari River m o ' e - a r , p e t e - a r ; Te z u k a - h á r ' k i l -
ler', i - a p o - h á r 'maker, craftsman'; Tp c h e - m a h e - a n a 
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'my teacher ' ; Pt mbo 'e -har 'teacher' ; Km p o r o -
m o ' e - t á t 'the one who teaches people'; SM u - h e -
n o i - h a t 'who teaches me'. 
7 .2 .3 . Another universal characteristic of T u p i -
Guarani word formation is the incorporation of 
nominal direct objects into the verbal complex, 
that is, between the personal prefix and the root. 
Some languages have inherited the old pronominal 
prefixes for 'generic non-human object' ( - m b a e - ) 
and 'generic human object' ( - p o r o - ) . Here we chose 
the latter one, which is rather wide-spread and, 
thus, once more shows the grammatical coherence 
of this language family. But again Gk, Co, and Si 
are the divergent languages. For several other l a n -
guages we are lacking information. Examples are: 
Mb aporombo'é, Ch/CT a-porombóe 'I teach people, 
am a teacher' ; Gy aporopóta 'I am in love with 
s .o. ' , l i tterally 'I love (people)' ; Te apuruputár 'I 
want (a woman), am jealous /envious of her'; AsX 
oporofeóka 'he kills (people), is a killer'. Nomina-
lizations are, for example, Mb porombo'é-a ' t e a c h -
er', Ch/CT mbaeporóu 'cannibal' , Te puruzuka-hár 
'killer' ; Wa p o l o - á p i ai ma'é 'those who hit people 
badly / they who miss(ed) people'; AsX morokótuk 
'which stings, injection'. In SM - p o t - means ' h a b i -
tual verbal object' ( a - r e - p o t - a k a s á 'I used to see 
things /persons ' ) , whereas the form - m i i t - corres -
ponds semantically to - p o r o - in other languages: a -
r e - m i i t - e r ú t 'I bring (people)' . 
7 .3 . Second person object pronouns 
The same kind of incorporation is shown by the 
pronominal elements ' - o r o - '2 sg p as a direct 
object, the speaker being the subject' and ' - o p o -
'2 pi p as a direct object, the speaker being the 
subject' . Yet this type of construction does not 
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belong to word formation, but shows the a g g l u t i n a -
t ive character of Tupi -Guarani grammatical i n f l e c -
tion. The possible origin of the existing allomorphs 
of - ' o p o - ( - a p e - etc., - o r o p o - etc., - p o - , - p o r o - , 
and - o r e - etc.) is conclusively explained by Jensen 
(1984 : 8 3 - 8 6 ) . These prefixes are found in all s t u d -
ied languages, except Gk, Si, Ub, Kb, Aw, Co, and 
SM. Information Is lacking for Jm, partly for Em 
C - o p o - ? ) . Examples are: Tb oropysj^k 'I/we (incl) 
take hold of you (sg)' , opopysyk 'I/we (Incl) take 
hold of you (pi)'; Kw orohexá 'I/we (Incl) see you 
(sg)' , oropohexá 'I/we (incl) see you (pi)' ; Ch/CT 
ché ronüpa 'I beat you (sg)' , ore roniipa 'we (incl) 
beat you (sg)' , ché/óre ponüpa 'I/we (incl) beat 
you (pi)' ; Gy che/óre orokwáa 'I/we (incl) know 
you (sg)' , che/óre opokwáa 'I/we (incl) know you 
(pi)' ; WJ o r o - é s a 'I/we (Incl) met you (sg)' , p o r o -
ésa 'I /we (Incl) met you (pi)' ; Em t a - l o - p ^ h y k , t a -
l o - ' u 'I will grasp you, I will eat you (sg)' ; Tp 
a r a - ä r ö 'I/we (Incl) wait for you (sg) ' , a p a - ä r ö 
'I/we (incl) wait for you (pi)' ; Km o r o - c a r ö 'I/we 
(Incl) waited for you (sg)' , o r o - e c á k 'I /we (incl) 
saw you (sg)' vs o p o - e c á k 'I/we (incl) saw you 
(pi)' . In Wa we find the normal pronominal form as 
prefixed to the verb: 
ta - ne - péyu; á - y o p e n - ésa 
3pOPT-2pOBJ-blow I s g - c o m e 2plOBJ-see 
'I came to see you'; 'he may/shall blow at you' , 
but also 
o l o - m o - j á u - ta 
lpSUBJ2pOBJ-CAUS-bathe-FUT 
'I am going to make you bathe' . 
It seems that the ' - o p o - f o r m does not exist in Wa. 
7 .4 . Personal pronouns 
7 ,4 .1 . Traditional pronominal forms, too, may show 
s t a b i l i t y or innovative tendencies of languages 
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thus serving to determine groups of corresponding 
languages. Whereas local determiners of nouns are 
expressed throughout the Tupi-Guarani languages 
by nearly uniform suff ixes and confirm the basic 
unity of the family, one could imagine that an 
"irregular" form like Av hesé '3 p + - r e h é 'on him, 
to him, by him' would not be inherited in all l a n -
guages. The form was r - e s é in Tb and had a 3 p 
form s - e s é , which developed to hesé and the like 
in other languages, where it became independent 
from the t - , r - , h - alternation, because the local 
determiner, as an old attributive form (see above 
5 .2 . ) , was —re(hé) in any case. Surprisingly enough, 
hese (and corresponding forms) is unknown only in 
Gk, Em, AsX, Co, and, probably, SM. In the other 
languages we find, for example, Mb eché, Ap / K b / -
Tp eé, Xt héche. Old Guaraní and Kw hesé, Ch 
hése, CT/AsT/Pt h é - he, Gy céce. Si diése, WJ ée, 
Wa t a - m á é ee aipa 'OPTlp s g - l o o k - a f t e r him-I ' , 'I 
will look after him'; Te/Km hehé. 
7 .4 .2 . The local determiners ' c - u p e 'to, for' and 
'cui 'from, o f were originally nouns which could 
be prefixed by personal markers and then changed 
[c] to l?I when preceded by the 3 p marker / i - / . 
When the nouns had become local suffixes, i n d e -
pendent of initial alternations, 3 p forms with a 
then unmotivated ' / ? / , could have been maintained 
as synchronically "irregular" forms of 3 p pronouns 
determined by these local suff ixes : Tb ixupé 'to 
h im/her / them' , ixui 'from him/her / them' ; Mb/Ap 
ichupé, ichugwí; Kw íxupe, íxugwi; Ch chúpe, c h ú -
gwi; Gy chúpe, íchui; Em idjúpe (not 'idííúpe, 
which would be the normal result of / j / ) ; AsT 
ichópe, ichóhi; Te izupé, izwí; Tp ichopé, ichowí. 
The forms were not found in Gk, Si, AsX, Ub, Ft, 
Jm, Kb, Aw, and SM. Some languages only have 
forms that correspond to ' ichupe ( Wa/WJ i j -úpe , 
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Km i j - u p é , Co cupe), but not to ' ichui (0 .5 points 
in the m a t r i x ) . The corresponding phonological 
rule, as described in 3 .4 .2 . , was not confirmed in 
Amazonian languages, with the exception of WJ. 
The phenomenon studied in this paragraph is l itt le 
more widespread in that area, but includes at least 
Te, Gj, Tp, and, though partially, Wa, WJ, Jm, and 
Co. 
7 .4 .3 . Tupi -Guarani languages, which originally did 
not have a 3 p personal pronoun, compensated the 
gap by using the demonstrative 'a 'e . This has 
preserved -its demonstrative value in some l a n g u a -
ges or is used for things only (neuter function) , so 
in Ap, Em, and AsT (half a point in the matrix 
for "existence of ' a ' e as a 3 p personal pronoun") . 
The form has not been maintained in Gk, Wa, WJ, 
Pt, Aw, and SM, and is replaced by qa, a^a, ga, 
and the like, an innovation unknown in Southern 
l a n g u a g e s , inclusive Ch/CT, Gy, Si, except Gk, 
which has go (compare AsT góa 'people', c o r r e s -
ponding to the demonstrative ko in other l a n g u a -
ges, both ± in the matrix for the criterion " o a " ) , 
whereas AsX has g a - as a 3 p marker for re la t ion -
al suf f ixes ( g a - h i 'from him') and á'e as the 3 p 
pronoun, which does not occur with suf f ixes . Tp 
has ähe instead of ' a 'e , which is a traditional form 
(see Tb ahe), but ähe always has a number marker, 
which is - 9 a for 'sg' and - r j e Z - ^ y for 'pi' (áhé^á 
'he /she ' , ahSgV 'they' . As - ^ a is a constituent of 
Tp pronouns, we rate it ±Tp for " o a " , the same as 
Wa, which has awl, and WJ, with ä and awi. SM 
does not have any of these pronominal forms. 
Whereas "a 'e is rather a widespread pronoun, forms 
corresponding to 9 a can be found chiefly in the 
Amazonian area. 
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7.5 . Sex marking 
The last two criteria refer to the innovation of 
sex marking. There are two kinds of sex marking 
in Tupi -Guarani languages, one of personal p r o -
nouns and one of the whole speech. So we find 
either a distinction between male and female 3 p 
pronouns or a general differentiation between male 
and female speech in pronouns, person markers, 
and other linguistic elements. The forms are not 
the traditional ones, because this is not a t r a d i -
tional category in Tupi -Guarani languages, and 
cannot be studied here in detail. Sex marking o c -
curs only in Amazonian languages. It is obligatory 
in 3 p pronouns in Pt and Jm ("sm" in the matrix) . 
Male and female speech ( "M/F" ) is a category of 
Tp, Kb, Aw, and Co. In Te we find a ref lex of the 
traditional male/female speech distinction of T u p i -
Guarani languages in assertive particles ( e h e - m i a 
' y e s ! , female speaking'; e h e - p a 'yes ! , male s p e a k -
ing') . 
7 .6 . Matrix of comparison 
In the following matrix we use these abbreviations: 
uka: "Existence of the fact it ive voice" (see 7 . 1 . 1 . ) 
ro: "Existence of the fact it ive sociative voice" 
(see 7 .1 .2 . ) 
mo: "Existence of ' - m o - as a word formation p r e -
f ix " (7 .2 .1 . ) 
car: "Existence of ' - c a r as a word formation suf f ix 
(7 .2 .2 . ) 
poro: "Existence o f - p o r o - as a generic human o b -
ject " (7 .2 .3 . ) 
oro: "Existence of ' - o r o - as a 2 p sg pronominal 









"Existence of ' - o p o - as a 2 p pl pronominal 
object" (7 .3 . ) 
"Existence of * s - e s é > hesé etc . " (see 7 .4 .1 . ) 
"Existence of ( i ) x u - etc. < ' i - c u p e , ' i - c u i " 
(see 7 .4 .2 . ) 
"Existence of a 3 p pronoun ' a ' e " (see 7 .4 .3 . ) 
"Existence of a 3 p pronoun based on g a etc. 
(see 7 .4 .3 . ) 
"Sex mark 
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8. RESULTS OF GRAMMATICAL AND MORPHO-
LOGICAL COMPARISON 
8.1 . Counting the agreements between all morph-
ological and grammatical criteria for each language 
we will get the rate of the corresponding c o h e r e n -
ce of Tupi -Guarani languages. This time we gave 
one point for each fulfilment of the criterion, half 
a point for partial fulfi lment ( ± vs + or - ) , 0 .3 
points for a remote reflex vs + ) , 0 .7 points for 
^ vs - , and 0 .8 points whenever ± and ^ had to 
be compared. Differences up to 0 .2 points are not 
always listed separately, in order to reduce as 
much as possible the extent of the following t a -
b les . The possible maximum rate would be 39 
points, whereas the actual highest rate is 3 7 . 5 
points (between Av and Kw), which is near gram-
matical identity. The figures for Em, Aw, SM, and, 
to some extent , Wa and Jm may only be compared 
with others using extreme care, as they are g e n e -
rally lower on account of the lack of information 
for several criteria. The lowest moderate rates are 




3 5 . 5 Km 
35 Av 
3 4 . 5 Kw/Gy 
3 3 . 8 Gj 
3 3 . 5 Te 
32 Ap/Hb/Tp/Pt 
3 1 . 5 AsT 
30 Gj 
2 8 . 5 Ch/CT 
28 WJ 
2 7 . 5 Wa 
27 Kb 
2 5 . 8 Em 
2 2 . 5 AsX 
2 1 . 5 Ub 
2 0 . 5 Jm 
20 Si 
18 Co 
1 7 . 8 Gk 
1 7 . 5 SM 
1 5 . 5 Gk 
1 3 . 5 Aw 
Avañe'é 
3 7 . 5 Kw 
3 6 . 5 Gy 
35 Tb/Mb 
3 4 . 5 Km 
34 Ap/Te 
33 Ch/CT 





2 7 . 5 Wa 
2 4 . 5 AsX 
24 Kb 
2 3 . 5 Em/Ub 




3 4 . 5 Km 
34 Av 
3 3 . 5 Kw 
3 2 . 5 Gy 
32 Tb 
31 Te 
3 0 . 5 Gj 
30 AsT/Km 
29 Ch/CT/Tp 
2 7 . 5 Pt 
27 WJ 
2 6 . 5 Wa 
1 6 . 5 SM 
16 Co 
1 5 . 5 Gk 
1 1 . 5 Aw 
2 1 . 5 AsX/Kb 
2 1 . 2 Em 
1 9 . 5 Si /Ub 
1 7 . 5 Jm 
17 SM 






3 4 . 5 Kw/Gy 
33 AsT 
32 Tb 
3 1 . 5 Km 
31 Te 
2 9 . 5 Gj 
29 Ch/CT 
28 Tp/WJ 
2 7 . 7 Wa 
27 Pt 
2 5 . 5 AsX/Kb 
2 2 . 3 Em 
2 1 . 5 Si 
21 Ub 






3 7 . 5 Av 
36 Gy 
35 Km 
3 4 . 5 Tb/Mb 
3 3 . 5 Ap/Te 
3 2 . 8 AsT 
3 1 . 8 Gj 
3 1 . 5 Ch/CT 
3 1 . 3 Tp 
3 0 . 3 Pt 
2 9 . 3 WJ 
2 8 . 7 Wa 
2 7 . 8 AsX 
26 Kb 
2 4 . 6 Em 
23 Ub 
20 Si 
1 9 . 8 Jm 
17 Gk 
1 6 . 5 SM 
1 4 . 5 Co 
1 2 . 5 Aw 
Guayakí 
2 9 . 3 Co 
25 Si 
23 Ub 
2 2 . 5 CT 
2 1 . 5 SM 
20 AsX 
1 9 . 5 Aw 
1 8 . 5 WJ 
1 7 . 8 Tb/18 Km 
1 7 . 5 Ch/AsT/Kb 
17 Kw/Gy 
1 6 . 5 Av/Te/Wa/Em/Pt 
16 Hb/Gj 
1 5 . 5 Ap 
1 3 . 5 T p / 1 1 . 5 Jm 
Chiriguano 
3 3 . 5 Gy 
33 Av 
3 1 . 5 Kw/Km 
3 0 . 3 Gj 
30 Te 
29 Ap/Mb/AsT 




2 3 . 5 Ub 
2 2 . 5 AsX 
2 0 . 8 Em 
2 0 . 5 Av/Kb 
19 Kb 
1 7 . 5 Gk 
17 Co 
1 5 . 5 Jm 
1 2 . 5 SM 
9 . 5 Aw 
Guarayo 
3 6 . 5 Av 
36 Kw 
3 4 . 5 Tb/Mb 
3 3 . 5 Ch/CT 
3 2 . 5 Ap/Km 
3 1 . 7 Te 
3 1 . 5 AsT 
2 8 . 5 WJ/Tp 
2 8 . 3 G j / P t 
2 6 . 2 Wa 
25 AsX 
2 3 . 5 Kb 
2 2 . 5 Em 
22 Si 
2 1 . 5 Ub 
S ir iono 
19 Jm 
1 7 . 5 Co 
17 Gk/SM 
12 Aw 




2 3 . 5 WJ 
22 Gy/Wa 
2 1 . 5 Mb 
21 AsT/AsX/Te 
2 0 . 5 Av 
20 Tb/Kw 
1 9 . 5 Ap/Kb 
1 9 . 3 Gj 
1 8 . 3 SM 
18 Pt 
1 6 . 5 Em/Aw 
1 5 . 5 Tp 
1 4 . 5 Jm 
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Wayäpi 
3 6 . 8 WJ 
30 Pt 
2 9 . 5 Gj/Km 
2 9 . 2 Te /29 AsT 
2 8 . 7 Kw 
2 8 . 3 Em 
2 7 . 7 Mb 
2 7 . 5 Tb/Av 
27 Ch/CT/Tp 
2 6 . 5 Ap/AsX 
2 6 . 2 Gy 
Wayäpi J a r i Asurini Trocará 
3 6 . 8 Wa 
33 Mb 
3 2 . 5 Kw 
32 Av 
3 1 . 5 Tb/Gy/Te 
31 Gj/Km 
3 0 . 5 WJ 
30 Ap/Tp 
29 Ch/CT/Pt/Wa 
3 1 . 5 AsT/Km 
31 Gj 
3 0 . 8 Pt 
3 0 . 3 Kw 




2 7 . 5 AsX 
2 6 . 5 Kb 
2 4 . 5 Ub 
22 Si 
2 0 . 7 Kb 
1 9 . 2 Jm 
2 4 . 5 Si /Kb 
2 3 . 5 Ub 
2 4 . 7 Em 
24 Ub 
21 Si 
1 8 . 5 SM 1 8 . 5 Gk/SM 
1 7 . 8 Jm 18 SM 
17 Co 17 Co 1 7 . 5 Gk/Jm 
1 6 . 5 Gk 16 Co 
1 5 . 5 Aw 1 4 . 5 Aw 1 3 . 5 Aw 
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A s u r i n i Xingu E i é r i l l o n Tembé 
34 
3 3 . 5 
3 3 . 2 
3 2 . 7 
3 1 . 7 
3 1 . 5 
31 
3 0 . 2 
30 
2 9 . 5 












28 WJ 2 8 . 3 Wa 
2 7 . 8 Kw 
2 7 . 5 AsT 
27 WJ/Pt 
2 6 . 5 Wa 2 6 . 6 Wa 
2 5 . 5 Mb/üb/Km 2 5 . 8 Tb 2 5 . 4 Kb 
25 Gy 2 4 . 6 Kw/AsT 
2 4 . 5 Tb/Av 2 4 . 3 Km 
2 3 . 8 Te/Pt 24 Gj 2 3 . 8 AsX 
2 3 . 5 Av 
23 Tp 2 3 . 3 Te 2 3 . 3 Em 
2 2 . 5 Ch/CT/Em 2 2 . 5 Gy/AsX 2 2 . 5 Si 
2 2 . 2 Gj 2 2 . 3 Mb 
22 Kb 
2 1 . 5 Ap/Kb 2 1 . 6 Tp 
21 Si 2 1 . 2 Ap 
2 0 . 8 Ch/CT 
20 Gk 20 Ub 
19 SM 
1 8 . 5 Co 1 8 . 6 Co 
1 8 . 1 Ub 1 7 . 9 Jm 
1 7 . 3 Jm 1 7 . 5 SM 
1 6 . 9 Jm 
1 6 . 5 Gk/Si 1 6 . 5 Gk/SM 
14 Aw 1 4 . 5 Co/14 Aw 15 Aw 
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Guajajara Urubú Tapirapé 
3 2 . 7 Te 
3 2 . 5 Av 
3 1 . 8 Kw 
31 AsT/Km 
3 0 . 5 Ap/Ch/CT 
30 Tb/WJ 
2 9 . 8 Tp 
2 9 . 5 Mb/Wa 
2 8 . 7 Pt 
2 8 . 3 Gy 
32 Tb 
3 1 . 3 Kw 
31 Av/Pt 
3 0 . 2 Te 
30 AsT/Kb 











26 Si 26 WJ 
2 5 . 5 AsX 
2 4 . 5 Wa/WJ 25 Ch/CT 
24 Em 24 AsT 
2 3 . 5 Av/Ch/CT/Co 
23 . 2 Kb 23 Kw/Gk/Km 23 AsX 
22 . 2 AsX 2 1 . 5 Tb/Gy 21 . 6 Em 
21 Mb/Kb 
20 . 2 Ub 2 0 . 2 Gj 
20 Te 
19 . 3 Si 1 9 . 5 Ap/Tp 1 9 . 5 Ub/Jm 
18 . 7 Jm 1 8 . 8 Pt 
1 8 . 5 SM 
1 8 . 3 Jm 
1 8 . 1 Em 
16 Gk/SM 1 6 . 5 Aw 16 Co 
15 . 5 Si 
14 . 5 SM 
14 Co/Aw 13 . 5 Gk/Aw 
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3 0 . 3 Kw/Km 
30 Wa/29 .8 WJ 30 Tp 
2 9 . 4 Te 
Kamayurá 
3 5 . 5 Tb 
35 Kw 
3 4 . 5 Av/Ap 
3 3 . 2 Te 
3 2 . 5 Gy 
3 1 . 5 Mb/Ch/CT/WJ 
31 AsT/Gj 
3 0 . 3 Pt 
2 9 . 5 Wa 
29 Av/AsT/Kb 29 Pt 
2 8 . 7 Gj 
2 8 . 3 Gy 
2 7 . 5 Ap 2 7 . 5 Tp 
27 Mb/Em 27 Tb 
2 6 . 5 AsT 
26 Kw/Km 26 Kb 
2 5 . 5 Mb/Te 2 5 . 5 AsX 
25 Ch/CT/Jm 
2 4 . 5 VJ 2 4 . 3 Em 
2 3 . 8 AsX 24 Av 24 Si 
2 3 . 5 Gy 
2 3 . 2 Gj 23 Ub 
22 Em 
2 1 . 5 Ap/AsX 
21 Ub 
2 0 . 7 Wa 
2 0 . 5 Si 
1 9 . 5 SM 1 9 . 5 SM 
1 8 . 8 Ub 19 Ch/CT/Co 1 8 . 7 Jm 
1 8 . 5 Gk/Aw 1 8 . 5 Co 
18 Si 1 7 . 5 Jm 18 Gk 
1 6 . 5 Gk/SM 
1 5 . 5 Aw 
1 3 . 6 Co 14 Em 1 1 . 5 Aw 
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Cocama Awe t í Juna 
2 9 . 3 Gk 
2 6 . 5 Si 
25 Pt 
2 3 . 5 Ub 
2 0 . 3 SM 2 0 . 5 Tb 
1 9 . 8 Kw 
1 9 . 5 Gk 1 9 . 5 Tp 
1 9 . 2 Wa 
19 Kb/Avf 19 Co 19 Av/Gy 
1 8 . 6 Te 1 8 . 7 Gj/Kra 
1 8 . 5 AsX/Km 1 8 . 5 Kb 1 8 . 3 Ub 
18 Tb 18 SM 1 7 . 8 WJ/Te 
1 7 . 5 Gy/WJ 1 7 . 5 Ap/AsT/Kb 
17 Mb/Ch/CT/Wa 1 7 . 3 AsX 
1 6 . 5 Si /Ub 1 6 . 9 Em 
16 Av/AsT/Tp 16 Mb 
1 5 . 5 Pt/Wa 1 5 . 5 Ch/CT 
15 Ap 1 4 . 9 Te 
1 4 . 5 Kw/Em 1 4 . 5 WJ 1 4 . 5 Si 
14 Gj 14 Em/AsX 
1 3 . 6 Pt 1 3 . 5 Tb/AsT/Gj /Tp 
13 Jm 13 Co 
1 2 . 5 Kw/Jm 1 2 . 5 Aw 
12 Ap/Mb/Gy 
1 1 . 5 Av/Km 1 1 . 5 Gk 
9 . 5 Ch/CT 8 . 5 SM 
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Sateré-Mawé 
2 1 . 5 Gk 
2 0 . 3 Co 
1 9 . 5 Kb/Km 
19 AsX 
1 8 . 5 WJ/Ub/Wa 
1 8 . 3 Si 
18 AsT/Aw 
1 7 . 5 Tb/Mb/Em 
17 Gy 
1 6 . 5 Av/Kw/Te/Pt 
16 Gj 
1 4 . 5 Tp 
1 2 . 5 Ch/CT 
12 Ap 
8 . 5 Jm 
8 .2 .1 . The comparison of morphological and gram-
matical features shows less differentiation between 
Southern and Northern (Amazonian) languages than 
in the phonic field. But once again (see 4 .2 . ) we 
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can see a clear contrast between high rate, moder-
ate rate, and low rate languages. High rates mean 
a high degree of grammatical similarity and a clear 
polarity to languages of lower ranks, whereas low 
rates express considerable morphological diversity 
not only from high rate languages, but also from 
other low rate languages. Low rates, as are shown 
by Gk and Co, do not imply similarity between 
these languages, but an individual aberrant b e h a v -
ior in grammar and syntax. It is true that Gk and 
Co show a rather high rate of 29 .3 points between 
one another, but the majority of the rates are 
from 2 0 downwards. The single high rate must be 
explained by the high number of negative c h a r a c -
teristics both languages show with regard to other 
languages, so that 29 .3 points are the rate of 
negative similarity. Moderate rate languages are 
defined as those which do not show higher rates 
of similarity than 26 to 28 points and thus are not 
polarized to high rate languages, but may be r e -
garded as less marked Tupi -Guarani languages in 
the grammatical field. 
It is interesting to note that the polarized c h a r a c -
ter of high rate languages is also marked generally 
by at least one gap in the descending numerical 
order of the rates, so that there may be a block 
of high rates separated by a gap from another 
block of low rates (see Av , Ap, or Te) or by an 
irregular column of low figures (see the case of 
Kw, which has a block of high rates between 3 7 . 5 
and 30 .3 and then a column with many gaps b e -
tween 27 .8 and 12.5) . On the other hand, moderate 
rate languages, like Ub and Kb, do not show these 
types of gaps, which indicates some grammatical 
deficiencies in comparison with traditional, c o n -
servat ive languages and, by this, a tendency t o -
wards or a link with low rate languages. 
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8 . 2 . 2 . As a result of morphological and grammatical 
comparison we have a grouping of this kind: 
I) Tb, Av , Ap, Mb, Kw. Ch/CT, Gy, Wa, WJ, AsT, 
Te, Gj, Tp, Pt. and Km are more or less high rate 
languages which show a considerable similarity. 
Generally, the coherence between Southern l a n g u a -
ges is s l ightly closer than between Northern l a n -
guages, as we can see in the case of Te, AsT, or 
Km, where the highest rates are those of the 
comparison with Southern languages, though the 
grammatical similarity between high rate Northern 
languages is not far from that between Southern 
and Northern high rate languages. On the other 
hand, Gk and Co are always at or near the end of 
the scale. Within this group there is a graduation 
t h a t goes from extreme languages, like Kaiwá, 
Avañe 'é , Guarayo, and Tupinambá, to less c o n s e r -
v a t i v e ones, as for example the Chiriguano complex 
with a majority of rates between 3 1 . 5 and 27 
points, but with two closer cognates (Gy with 3 3 . 5 
and A v with 33 points). Wa and WJ are very close 
to each other, but keep a remarkable distance to 
their next cognates (AsT and Km with 3 1 . 5 points 
for WJ and Pt with 30 points for Wa). 
II) Si, Em, A s X , Ub, Kb, and Jm are far from 
forming a homogeneous group, but they all show 
lower average rates than the first group. Asurini 
of the Xingu River seems to be less stable and 
conservative in traditional Tupi -Guarani grammar 
than its dialect of Trocará, with which it shares 
especially the lexicon and the phonic shape. Even 
in this group, at the end of the scale, we find Gk 
and Co, and Si is not much higher. Emérillon is 
not at the maximum of its possible rates, but this 
is due to the lack of information in several cases. 
In grammatical respects this language is relatively 
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close to Wa, Pt, and WJ, and is also to Tb, Kw, 
AsT, Km, and Gj. Kayabi is at the top of the 
ranking in this group, because it shows a maximum 
of 30 and 29 points, but most of its rates are b e t -
ween 27 and 18 points. Kayabi shows a clear t e n -
dency towards Amazonian languages. Urubú and 
Siriono are two peculiar languages, but not p o s i -
t ive ly similar to one another. They both show a 
small group of rates over 25 points, but the m a j o -
rity is between 24 and 18. Actually , Juma must be 
put in this group, though it seems that this result 
is mainly due to the lack of information about its 
grammatical shape; but all we know leads us to 
presume that Juma is not only closely related to 
Parintintin, but to the conservative high rate l a n -
guages in general. 
Ill) Gk, Co, Aw, and SM are to be considered as 
low rate languages, though not for the same r e a -
sons. Gk, Si, and Co are at the bottom of the s -
cale. The low rates of Aw and SM are partly due 
to lack of information. The closest relationship of 
Aw seems to be with Gk and Co and, in the case 
of SM, with Km, AsX , and Kb. Of course, these 
are only negative relationships, which means that 
these languages have only very few common gram-
matical categories and morphemes, but are similar 
in many cases regarding the lack of grammatical 
categories and morphemes. As argued by A. D. R o -
drigues ( 1 9 8 4 / 85 :35 , 1 9 8 6 : 4 1 - 4 6 ) , these languages 
belong to the Tupl stock, which includes several 
language families, one of which is the Tupi -Guarani 
family, to which, however they certainly do not 
belong. Guayaki and Cocama should be on the very 
periphery of the Tupi-Guarani family because of 
the common lexicon. Actually they do not share 
more common grammatical morphemes with T u p i -
Guarani languages than do Aweti and Sateré-Mawé, 
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as far as we can see. In the case of Guayaki and 
Cocama, this is perhaps a result of strong s u b -
strate Influences. Slriono, too, must have been 
formed by such foreign Influences, but its gram-
matical shape is clearly that of a Tupl -Guarani 
language. Slriono shares 12.5 positive morphemes 
with conservative Tupl -Guarani languages whereas 
Guayaki and Cocama have only 5 .5 . , Aweti 5, and 
Sateré-Mawé 6.5 . However, it is important to prove 
that even members of other other families of the 
Tupí stock share a few basic grammatical c a t e g o -
ries and morphemes with Tupl -Guarani , which we 
argue to be inherited from the proto - language or 
the proto- languages . 
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8 .2 .3 . Simplifying and systematizing the morpho-
logical ranking we come to the following grouping 
of Tupi -Guarani languages: 




















Jm Gk - Co 
I I I Aw SM 
As the majority of the languages belongs to the 
f irst group we arrange them around an axis of 
morphological conservat ism. Moving upwards as 
well as downwards from this axis means an i n -
creasing innovatory character, which is e m p h a s -
ized in the second and still more in the third 
group. On the other hand, moving from le f t to 
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right we notice an increasing distance from S o u t h -
ern grammatical shape and a less traditional mor -
phology, which characterizes especially some A m a -
zonian languages. 
The configuration of grammatical and morphological 
relations is similar to the phonetical and phonolog-
ical one in the case of Kaiwá and Avañe'e , A p a p o -
cuva and Mbyá, both kinds of Chiriguano, both 
kinds of Wayapi, and of Tembé and Guajajara. 
Grammatical coherence between Kamayurá and 
Southern languages is closer than in the phonic 
field, where only Parintintin and Juma have lots of 
"Southern" characteristics. On the whole, it is s u r -
prising to see that so many Amazonian languages 
(Km, Te, Gj, AsT, WJ, Tp) are most conservative 
with regard to traditional Tupi -Guarani morphology. 
Siriono and Urubú, which are situated at dif ferent 
places between Southern and Amazonian languages 
in the phonic ranking, are obviously less c o n s e r v a -
t ive in the grammatical field. Their peculiarity lies 
in an equal distance from clearly Southern, A m a z o -
nian, and conservative languages. On the other 
hand, Kayabi is clearly Amazonian, but rather an 
innovatory language. The low figures of Juma and 
Emérillon may be explained by the lack of data in 
some cases. 
9. RESULTS OF COMBINED PHONOLOGICAL 
AND MORPHOLOGICAL COMPARISON 
9.1 . Combining the results of phonic and grammati -
cal comparisons we will get the following rates of 
similarity (for Xt , Ps, and Cn see the results of 










62 Gy 6 1 . 5 CT 
6 0 . 5 Ap 6 0 . 5 Av/Kw 
59 Pt 60 Gy 
5 8 . 5 Mb/Te 
5 7 . 5 Ap 5 7 . 5 Ch 5 7 . 5 Tb 
5 6 . 5 Km 56 Pt 
5 4 . 5 Mb/Te 5 4 . 5 Km 55 CT/Pt 
54 CT 54 Gj 
53 AsT 5 2 . 5 Te/Km 
52 Ch 
51 WJ/Ub/Tp 51 Ch 
5 0 . 5 AsT 5 0 . 5 WJ 
50 WJ 50 AsT/Tp 
4 9 . 5 Wa/Tp/Kb 4 9 . 5 Wa 
4 7 . 5 Gj 4 7 . 5 Gj 
4 6 . 5 Wa 
45 Ub/Jm 4 5 . 5 Jm 
4 4 . 8 Em 44 AsX 
4 3 . 5 Em 4 3 . 5 Kb 
4 2 . 5 Si /AsX 4 2 . 5 Kb 4 2 . 7 Em 
42 Si 
41 SM 41 Jm 
40 Gk 
3 9 . 5 Si /AsX, 
3 6 . 5 SM 
36 Gk/Aw 36 Aw 
3 2 . 5 Gk 3 4 . 5 Co 
33 Co 32 Aw/SM 
3 1 . 5 Co 
( 1 8 . 5 Cn) ( 2 2 . 5 Ps) (24 Cn) 
(17 Ps) ( 1 8 . 5 Cn) (20 Ps) 
( 1 4 . 5 x t ) ( 1 7 . 5 Xt) (18 Xt) 
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Mbyá Kaiwá 




6 0 . 5 Gy 
5 8 . 5 Av/Kw 
58 AsT 
63 Gy 
6 1 . 8 Pt 
6 1 . 5 CT 
6 0 . 5 Ap 
5 9 . 5 Ch 
5 8 . 5 Mb 
58 Km 
5 7 . 5 Te 
5 4 . 5 Tb/Pt 
54 Tp/Km 
5 3 . 5 WJ 
52 CT 
51 Te/Gj 
5 0 . 2 Wa 
4 8 . 5 Kb 
48 AsX 
4 6 . 5 Ch 
4 4 . 8 Em 
42 Ub 
4 1 . 5 Gk 
4 0 . 5 Jm 
5 3 . 8 AsT 
5 2 . 8 WJ/Wa 
5 1 . 8 Gj 
5 0 . 8 Tp 
47 Ub 
4 5 . 8 AsX/Jm 
4 4 . 5 Kb 
4 4 . 1 Em 
42 Si 
5 0 . 3 Co 
4 5 . 5 Ub 
44 CT/Aw 
4 3 . 5 Si 
4 2 . 5 AsX 




3 9 . 3 Km 
3 8 . 5 Wa/Te 
38 Tp 
3 7 . 5 Em 
37 Gy/SM 
3 6 . 3 Tb 
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Mbyá 
3 5 . 5 Co 
Raiwá 
3 4 . 5 Gk 
33 SM 
Guayakí 
3 5 . 5 AsT 
35 G j / P t 
3 4 . 5 Kw 
3 3 . 5 Av 
32 SM 
31 Aw 3 2 . 5 Aw 31 Jm 
(25 Cn) 2 8 . 5 Co ( 2 5 . 5 Xt) 
(24 Xt) ( 2 2 . 5 Ps) ( 2 4 . 5 Cn) 
( 1 7 . 5 Ps) ( 1 8 . 5 Cn/18 Xt) (23 Ps) 
Chiriguano-Ava 
6 6 . 5 CT 
Chiriguano-Tapyi Guarayo 
6 6 . 5 Ch 





6 0 . 5 Mb 
5 9 . 5 Kw 60 Ap 
5 8 . 5 Gy 5 8 . 5 CT 
58 Av 
5 5 . 5 Gy 56 Km 5 5 . 5 Ch/Pt 
55 Km 55 Ap/WJ 55 Km 
5 4 . 3 Gj 54 Tb 
5 3 . 5 WJ 5 3 . 5 Pt 5 3 . 7 Te 
53 Te 5 2 . 8 Gj 53 WJ 
5 2 . 5 Te 5 2 . 5 AsT 
52 Tb 52 Mb 
5 1 . 5 Wa 5 1 . 5 Wa 
51 Ap 51 AsT 
5 0 . 5 Ub 
50 Ub 4 9 . 7 Wa 
4 9 . 5 AsT/Pt 4 9 . 5 Tp 
48 Si 
4 7 . 5 Mb 47 Si 
4 6 . 5 Em 4 6 . 5 Tp 4 6 . 8 Gj 










( 2 8 . 5 Ps) 




4 0 . 5 Kb 
39 Gk 
3 6 . 5 SM 
3 4 . 5 Co 
2 7 . 5 Aw 
( 2 6 . 5 Ps) 
(24 Xt) 
( 2 1 . 5 Cn) 
43 Ub 
4 2 . 5 Kb 
42 Si 
4 0 . 5 Jm 
37 Gk 




( 2 3 . 5 Ps) 
(21 Xt) 
S i r i o n o Wayäpi 
6 7 . 8 WJ 
Wayäpi J a r i 
6 7 . 8 Wa 
5 5 . 5 Km 
5 3 . 5 AsT 
5 2 . 5 Gj 
5 2 . 3 Em 
52 AsX/Tp/Pt 
60 AsT 
5 8 . 5 Km 
5 6 . 8 Pt 
56 CT/Gj 
55 Tp 
5 4 . 8 Kw 
5 4 . 5 Mb/Ch/Te 
54 Gy/Em 




5 1 . 5 Ch/CT 
5 1 . 2 Te 
5 0 . 7 Kw 
5 0 . 2 Kb/Hb/Ub 
4 9 . 5 Tb/Av/Gy 
4 8 . 5 Ap 
48 Ch/Wa/WJ/Ub 48 Si 
47 CT 
46 Co 4 5 . 7 Jm 
45 Gk 
4 2 . 5 Tb 
42 Av/Kw/Gy 
4 0 . 5 Mb/Kb 
40 Km 
3 9 . 5 Ap 
3 8 . 5 Aw 
38 AsX/Pt 
3 7 . 5 Em 
3 6 . 5 AsT 
3 5 . 8 Gj 
3 5 . 5 Te 
3 5 . 3 SM 
35 Jm 
4 2 . 5 SM 
41 Aw 
3 8 . 5 Gk 
37 Co 
Wayäpi J a r i 




4 3 . 3 Jm 
4 1 . 5 Gk 
3 8 . 5 SM 
36 Co 
3 4 . 5 Aw 
3 1 . 5 Tp 
( 2 3 . 5 Ps) 
( 1 9 . 5 Xt/Cn) 
(26 Ps) 
( 2 5 . 5 Cn) 
( 1 9 . 5 Xt) 
( 2 7 . 5 Cn) 
( 2 5 . 5 X t / P s ) 
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Eméril lon Asurini Troc . Asurini Xingu 
60 Gj 
59 WJ/Te/Tp 
5 8 . 5 AsX 5 8 . 5 AsT 
58 Mb 
5 7 . 5 Pt 
5 6 . 5 Km 
5 4 . 2 AsT 5 4 . 2 Em 54 WJ 
54 WJ 5 3 . 5 Kw/Wa 
53 Gj 53 Av 53 Km 
5 2 . 3 Km 5 2 . 5 Gy 52 Wa 
51 Pt 5 1 . 8 Te 
5 0 . 8 Te 51 CT 51 Tp 
5 0 . 6 Va 5 0 . 5 Tb/Kb 5 0 . 7 Gj/Ub 
50 AsX 50 Ap 50 Em 
4 9 . 5 Ch 
4 8 . 3 Pt 
4 7 . 1 Tp 48 Mb 
4 6 . 3 Ch/Kb 4 6 . 8 Kw/46 
46 Gy 4 5 . 5 CT 
4 4 . 8 Tb/Mb 45 Ub 45 Tb/44 
4 4 . 3 CT 4 4 . 5 Ch/Gy 
4 4 . 1 Kw 44 Av 
4 3 . 5 Av 4 3 . 5 SM 
4 2 . 6 Ap/Ub 4 2 . 5 Jm 4 2 . 5 Gk 
41 Jm/SM 
3 9 . 5 SM 3 9 . 5 Ap 
3 8 . 5 Aw 39 Co 
3 7 . 5 Gk/Si /Co 38 Si 
3 6 . 5 Si 36 Aw 
3 5 . 5 Gk 
3 4 . 5 Co 
3 0 . 5 Aw 
( 3 1 . 5 Cn) (27 Ps) (28 Cn) 
(26 Ps) (26 Cn) ( 2 5 . 5 Ps) 
( 2 3 . 5 Xt) ( 2 1 . 5 Xt) (21 Xt) 
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Tembé 
6 5 . 2 Gj 
6 0 . 7 Km 
59 AsT 
5 8 . 5 Av/Pt 
5 7 . 5 Kw 
5 6 . 2 Tp 
5 4 . 5 Tb/WJ 
5 3 . 7 Gy 
53 Ch 
5 2 . 5 Ap/CT 
5 1 . 8 AsX 
5 1 . 2 Wa/51 Mb 
5 0 . 8 Em 
4 9 . 5 Kb 




6 5 . 2 Te 
Urubú 
4 1 . 1 Co 
3 9 . 5 Aw 









5 6 . 3 Tp 
5 5 . 2 P t / 5 5 WJ 
5 4 . 5 Av/Ch 
53 CT 
5 2 . 5 Wa 
5 1 . 8 Kw 
51 Mb 
5 0 . 7 AsX 
4 7 . 7 Kb 
4 7 . 5 Tb/Ap 
4 6 . 8 Gy 
4 5 . 7 Ub/Jm 
43 SM 
51 




4 6 . 5 
4 5 . 7 
4 5 . 5 
45 
4 3 . 5 
43 
4 2 . 6 
42 
40 
















3 5 . 8 S i / 3 5 . 5 Aw 
35 Gk/34 Co 
( 2 8 . 5 Ps) 
( 2 6 . 5 Cn) (27 




P a r i n t i n t i n Kayabi 
6 1 . 8 Kw 
59 AST 59 Tb 
5 8 . 4 Te 
5 7 . 5 AsT 
57 Kb/Km 5 6 . 3 Km 57 Tp 
5 6 . 3 Te/Gj 56 Av/WJ/Jm 
5 5 . 5 Pt 5 5 . 5 T p / 5 5 . 3 Gy 5 5 . 5 Km 
55 A p / 5 4 . 7 Gj 
54 Mb/WJ 5 4 . 5 Mb 
5 3 . 5 CT 
52 Wa 52 Wa 
51 Av/Kw/AsX 51 Em 51 WJ 
5 0 . 5 Ap 5 0 . 5 AsT 
50 Gy 50 Ch 5 0 . 2 Wa 
4 9 . 5 Tb 49.5Kb 4 9 . 5 Tb /Te /Pt 
4 8 . 3 AsX 4 8 . 5 Mb/AsX 
4 7 . 1 Em 4 7 . 7 Gj 
4 6 . 5 CT/Ub 4 6 . 5 Em 
46 Ch/Jm 
4 5 . 3 Ub 45 SM 
4 4 . 5 Aw/44 Kw 
4 3 . 5 Ap 
43 Ub 
4 2 . 5 Av/Gy 
42 G k / 4 1 . 5 Si 
41 Jm 
3 9 . 5 SM 39 CT 
3 8 . 5 Co 
38 Gk 3 7 . 5 Si 38 Ch 
36 SM 37 Aw 
3 4 . 5 Aw 35 Gk 
3 3 . 5 Co 
3 1 . 5 Si 
3 0 . 6 Co 
(28) Cn) ( 2 4 . 5 Ps/Cn) (27 Cn) 
(25 Xt) (21 Xt) ( 2 3 . 5 Ps) 
( 2 2 . 5 Ps) ( 1 6 . 5 Xt) 
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Kanayurá Cocama Juma 
61 Gj 
6 0 . 7 Te 
59 Kw 
5 8 . 5 Av/WJ 
57 Ap/CT 
5 6 . 5 T b / A s T / 5 6 . 3 Pt 
56 Gy 




5 2 . 3 Em 
50 Ub 
4 6 . 7 Jm 
4 6 . 5 SM 
41 Si 
3 9 . 5 Gk 
3 4 . 5 Aw 
34 Co 
50 . 3 Gk 
4 6 . 8 Kvf/46 
4 6 . 5 Av/46 
46 Si 46 Tb/Tp 
4 5 . 7 Wa/Gj 
4 4 . 8 AsX 
44 AsT/43 
43 . 5 Aw 43 CT 
42 SM 42 Ap 
4 1 . 5 Mb/Gy 
41 . 1 Te 41 Em/Kb 
40 Ub 
39 AsX 39 Ch 
38 . 5 Kb 
37. 5 Em/37 Wa 3 7 . 5 Aw 
36 . 5 WJ/36 Ch/Gy 
35. .5 Mb 35 Si 
34. 5 Ap/CT/AsT 3 4 . 5 SM 
34 Gj/Km 
33. ,5 Tp 
33 Tb 
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Kamayurá Cocaaa Juma 
32 Jm 32 Co 
3 1 . 5 Av 
3 0 . 6 Pt 31 Gk 
2 8 . 5 Kw 
( 2 6 . 5 Cn) (23 Ps) ( 2 3 . 5 Cn) 
(26 Ps) ( 2 1 . 5 Cn) (23 Ps) 
( 2 1 . 5 Xt) ( 1 9 . 5 Xt) (19 Xt) 
Aweti Sateré-Mawe 
4 4 . 5 Kb/SM 
44 Gk 
4 3 . 5 Co 
41 Wa 
3 9 . 5 Te/Ub 
3 8 . 5 Si/Em 
38 Jm 
37 Pt 
4 6 . 5 Km 
45 Te/Kb 
4 4 . 5 Aw 
4 3 . 5 AsX/Ub 
43 Gj 
4 2 . 5 Wa/42 .3 Co 
41 Gk/Em 
4 0 . 5 Pt 
3 9 . 5 AsT 
3 8 . 5 WJ 




3 6 . 5 Ap 3 6 . 5 CT 
36 Tb/AsX 36 Tp 
35 Gj 3 5 . 3 Si 
3 4 . 5 WJ/Km 3 4 . 5 Jm 
34 Gy/Tp 
33 Kw/Mb 
3 2 . 5 Kw 3 2 . 5 Ap 
32 Av 32 Av 
31 Mb 
3 0 . 5 
» 
AsT 
2 7 . 5 CT 
2 5 . 5 Ch 
(25 Cn) (27 Ps) 
( 2 1 . 5 Ps) ( 2 0 . 5 Cn) 
(15 Xt) ( 1 5 . 5 Xt) 
9 .2 .1 . The classification which results from these 
rates of phonic and grammatical comparison must, 
here again, be based upon the observation that 
there are high rate languages with a majority of 
high points of similarity and few entries below 5 0 
points and/or a less close numerical order below 
around 50 points (Kw, Av, Tb, Gy. Km, Pt, Te, 
AsT, WJ, less strictly Mb, Ap, CT, Ch, Wa, Tp, Kb, 
Gj). Moderate rate languages with a majority of 
points between 52 and 40 (Ub, Kb, AsX , Em, and 
Si), and low rate languages with a majority of 
points below 45 (Co, Aw, SM, and Gk). High rates 
mean high degrees of coherence, but also c o n s e r -
vatism with respect to language change, especially 
grammatical change. Low rates mean low degrees 
of coherence, not only with higher rate languages, 
but also with other low rate languages, as well as 
innovation together with a reduction or the imper -
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feet adoption of traditional Tupi -Guarani morphol -
ogy and grammar. Moderate rates mean intermedia-
te s t a g e s between the extremes. Undoubtfully, 
these languages are old Tupi -Guarani languages, 
but with a certain number of innovations and d e f i -
ciencies in the traditional grammatical and phonic 
shape. 
9 .2 .2 . Simplifying and systematizing our ranking we 
come to the following approximative grouping of 
Tupi -Guarani languages (we cannot show all the 
existing relations represented by the figures) : 
S O U T H E R N A M A Z O N I A N 
Pt - Jm 
- T e - Gj 
\ ^ T p - Kb 
AsT - AsX 
WJ - Wa 
Em - Cn 
Xt 
Ub 
I I Ps 
Si 
SM 
I I I Gk Aw 
Co 
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9 .2 .3 , This scheme shows three stages of similarity, 
according to our d i f ferent iat ion between high, 
moderate , and low rates of coherence. Moving 
downward on the page means increasing innovatory 
and defective traditional character, thus, for e x a m -
ple, Siriono is less stable than Urubú. Yet, within 
the first stage, there is a central axis of c o n s e r v a -
t ive characteristics around which we arranged the 
languages according to their relative distance from 
this axis (compare page 98) . Moving from the le f t 
to the right side of the page marks an Increasing 
Amazonian character, which Is simply expressed by 
a higher number of close similarities with other 
Amazonian languages and an inferior rate of c o -
herence with Southern languages. So Mbyá is less 
"Southern" than Kalwá, Chlr lguano-Ava less than 
Chirlguano-Tapyl , whereas Parlntlntln, Tembé, and 
Kamayurá are less strictly "Amazonian" than T a p l -
rapé or Kayabi. 
On the other hand, considering another aspect, we 
can see the character of subgroups: The closest 
one is formed by Kalwá and Avañe'é , but there Is 
also a close relation between both dialects of 
Chlrlguano studied as well as between Apapocuva 
and Mbyá and between Tembé and Guajajara and 
between both dialects of Wayäpi studied. The s i m i -
larity between both types of Asurini studied is less 
evident, the rates of coherence being sl ightly i n -
ferior to those between AsT and Gj, WJ, Te, and 
Tp. Canoeiro, which has been included only with 
regard to its phonic shape, is close to Emérlllon. 
This language again has its closest relations to WJ, 
AsT, and Gj. 
9 .2 .4 . First of all. It Is amazing to see that T u p l -
Guaranl languages are not only related to one a n -
other by a common lexicon and a reconstructable 
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phonologic structure, but that they have also i n -
herited a common basic grammatical shape, which 
has been preserved by the majority of these l a n -
guages for centuries, even by the smallest groups 
scattered all over a great part of the continent. 
Southern Tupi -Guarani languages exhibit , on the 
whole, more coherence with one another than A m -
azonian Tupi -Guarani languages with one another. 
But it is noteworthy, too, though logical, that the 
highest rates of similarity between Southern and 
Amazonian languages are with those which show 
high rates among the Amazonian languages, as 
Parintintin, Tembé, Guajajara, Asurini of Trocará, 
Kamayurá, Wayäpi of the Jari River. These A m a -
zonian languages have more rates of similarity with 
Southern Tupi -Guarani languages, than, for e x a m -
ple, Kayabi, Tapirapé, Asurini of the Xingu River, 
and Emérillon. Yet, on the other hand, it is only 
Parintintin that has a slightly greater inclination 
toward two Southern languages (Kw and Tb) than 
toward Amazonian languages, like Te, AsT, WJ, and 
Km. On the contrary, Te, Gj, AsT, Km, and WJ are 
closer to high rate Amazonian than to Southern 
l a n g u a g e s . However, these languages also show 
comparatively high rates of similarity with S o u t h -
ern languages, whereas these rates are lower in 
more strictly Amazonian languages, like Kayabi and 
Tapirapé. 
Within the group of conservative Southern l a n g u a -
ges, Mbyá is less extreme than Kaiwá and Avañe 'é , 
showing more features of similarity with Amazonian 
languages like AsT, Pt, Tp, and Km than these. 
Xetá certainly is the most divergent Southern l a n -
guage. Provisonally it was put at the bottom of 
the first rank, because it shows some af f ini ty to 
Ch, Gk, WJ, Tp, and Mb, but we do not have s u f -
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f icient morphological data to say anything c o n c l u -
sive . In any case, it does not seem to be a highly 
divergent language with regard to morphology. 
9 . 2 . 5 . Bolivian Tupi -Guarani languages are not 
uniform. Guarayo and the Chiriguano group u n -
doubtfully belong more to the Southern group than 
to the Amazonian languages, though especial ly 
Chir iguano-Ava is less stable than Chiriguano-Tapyi 
(Izocefto) and Guarayo. Yet, Pauserna-Guarasugwä 
and Siriono are not only very innovatory, but also 
show a plain propensity for the Amazonian type of 
Tupi -Guarani languages. They can certainly be r e -
garded as links between the old Paraguayan area 
and the languages of the Amazonian basin. Siriono 
is so defective in its grammatical structure, so 
peculiar in its phonological structure and v o c a b u -
lary that it is near the third category, which 
means low rate languages. Siriono is, however, u n -
doubtedly a full member of the Tupi -Guarani l a n -
guage family, though thoroughly changed, but with 
a basic common v o c a b u l a r y , phonological and 
grammatical structure. 
9 .2 .6 . Low rate languages are put in our third 
category. They lack most of the traditional g r a m -
matical categories and have a different phonologi -
cal shape in many instances. The highest rates in 
the ranking of low rate languages do not mean 
positive similarity, but communality in negative 
f e a t u r e s . Therefore, the lowest rates here are 
shown by high rate languages, like Kw, Av , and Ft, 
and the highest rates are those of other low rate 
languages. In the center of the column we find the 
rates of less conservative languages, like AsX and 
Kb. This is exemplified by the table of Gk, for 
example (see p. 1 0 1 - 1 0 2 : Gk is more closely related 
to Southern languages, with rates of 4 1 . 5 for Mb 
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and 4 0 for Ch, whereas Co has its f irst rates of 
Southern languages at 36 points and below. S a t e r é -
Mawé is not too far from Amazonian languages like 
Km and Te, and closer to Aw than to Co, whereas 
Aweti is as far from Co from Kb, SM,Gk, and Wa. 
Guayaki and Cocama may be members of the T u p i -
Guarani language family, but these languages are 
to such an extent mixed up with features atypical 
of Tupi -Guarani languages that they must have 
been taken over by people who were originally 
speakers of languages belonging to other language 
stocks, or they must have been extensive ly i n -
f luenced by such speakers. We don't have enough 
evidence for Aweti and Sateré-Mawé to say a n y -
thing conclusive about these languages, but it 
seems that they do not belong to the Tupi -Guarani 
family, but to Tupi stock (compare 8.2.2.III) . 
9 .3 . Our classification comes to conclusions which 
dif fer from those of Lemle (1971) and Rodrigues 
( 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 ) on several accounts. Tupinambá and C o -
cama do not share characteristics which allow them 
to be put into the same subgroup (Lemle 1971 :128 ; 
Rodrigues 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 : 3 9 ) . Guajajara, which forms a 
subgroup with Asurini in Lemle ( 1 9 7 1 : 1 2 8 ) and with 
Tembé in Rodrigues (1984 - 8 5 : 3 9 ) , is closely related 
to both languages, a bit closer to Tembé and even 
to Kamayurá than to Asurini of Trocará. Siriono 
does not form a subgroup together with Guarayo 
(Lemle 1971 :128 ; Rodrigues 1 9 8 4 - 8 4 : 3 8 ) , but only 
shows some vague relations to Wayapi and Chiri -
guano and is mainly characterized in a negative 
manner. Siriono forms a subgroup of its own. Uru-
bú does not form a subgroup together with Wayapi 
and Emérillon (Rodrigues 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 : 4 2 ) , but is a low 
rate language without clear relations to other l a n -
guages. Kayabi is much closer to Tapirapé and K a -
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mayurá than to Asurini of Xingu (Rodrigues 1 9 8 4 -
8 5 : 4 0 ) . 
9 .4 . What, then, is the final result of this internal 
c lass i f icat ion? We can see that the comparison 
does not lead to a classification in the sense of a 
constitution of classes of languages, but only to a 
network of relations between languages. There are 
no actual classes, but groups of not more than two 
or three close cognate languages and groups of 
languages which share a number of phonic and 
morphological characteristics. There are geographi -
cal areas of conformity, but there are also l a n -
guages which share a lot of characteristics with 
the languages of a different area. 
What we can show is the individual relation the 
languages have with each other and especially with 
hypothetical previous stages of a proto - language or 
of proto - languages (Proto-Tupi -Guarani) . In the 
sense of Wilhelm von Humboldt's typology, there 
are no classes of languages, but only individual 
languages, each of which represents its own type 
(which he calls "form" of a language). But, of 
course, our aim was not a typology, but an i n t e r -
nal classification which was to show us the above 
mentioned network of aff init ies . This can be rather 
a solid base for further studies in the history of 
these languages and in the historical relations b e t -
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SUMARIO 
Novo intento de classificacäo Interna das linguas 
tupi -guarani 
1.1. Este estudo p r o p 5 e - s e elaborar urna c l a s s i f i c a -
Qäo interna de 29 linguas e dialetos t u p i - g u a r a n i 
na base de 17 critérios fonéticos e fonológicos e 
de 34 critérios morfológicos. As classificaQöes a n -
teriores, de Aryon Rodrigues, Miriam Lemle e Y o n -
ne Leite, b a s e a v a m - s e únicamente em critérios f o -
néticos ou em comparagöes lexicais. 
1.2. O acréscimo de dados publicados sobre a e s -
trutura de multas línguas da familia t u p i - g u a r a n i e 
até algumas do tronco tupi (em termos de A. R o -
drigues) permite agora uma comparacao mais exata 
do que antes das correspondencias fónicas assim 
como do sistema morfológico das línguas respetivas . 
A escolha das línguas e dos dialetos foi feita s e -
gundo o critério dos dados accessíveis . Foram c o n -
sideradas as línguas tupinambá, avañe'é (guaraní do 
Paraguai), apapocuva (corresponde ao txiripá ou 
nhandeva moderno?), mbyá, kaiwá (ou caiguá), xetá , 
guayakí, chir iguano-ava , chiriguano-tapyi , guarayo, 
guarasug'wä (ou pauserna), siriono, wayapi (oiampi) 
da Guiana Francesa e do Rio Jari, émérillon. c a ñ o -
eiro, assurini de Trocará (Rio Tocantins) e do Rio 
Xingu, tembé, guajajara, urubu, tapirapé, p a r i n t i n -
tin, kaiabi, kamaiurá, cocama, aweti, juma e s a t e -
ré -mawé. No entanto, é evidente que os dados sao 
mais extensos para algumas línguas e escassíssimas 
para outras. Nao foram suficientes para uma análise 
morfológica do xetá, do pauserna-guarasug 'wä e do 
canoeiro, e deficientes no caso do aweti, s a t e r é -
mawé, juma e, parcialmente, também para o a p a p o -
cuva. 
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1.3. Os critérios fónicos e morfológicos foram e s -
colhidos na medida que nos assinalassem o grau de 
parentesco de cada uma das línguas comparadas, 
isto é o grau de conservadorismo com o p r o t o -
tupi -guarani reconstruido e o caráter inovador d a -
quelas línguas que, por diferentes razoes, mais se 
afastaram da hipotética lingua comum primitiva, 
que, com certeza, nao era uma lingua fixa e u n i t á -
ria. O nosso critério de compara?äo é, portanto, a 
estrutura fonética, fonológica, gramatical e, com 
isto, morfológica do p r o t o - t u p i - g u a r a n i . 
1.4. Ao mesmo tempo, a comparapao, embora feita 
com rela^äo ao critério mencionado, faz ver a g r u -
pamentos internos das línguas tupi -guarani . Em 
primeiro lugar e fora de todo estudo comparativo 
o b s e r v a - s e um agrupamento geográfico em línguas 
"meridionals" , de tipo tupi -guarani puro, em línguas 
amazónicas e em línguas bolivianas, geográfica e 
tipológicamente intermédias entre os primeiros dois 
grupos. Além da repartigao geográfica o b s e r v a m - s e 
agrupamentos que se constituem no interior dum 
grupo geográfico ou que excedem o próprio grupo 
geográfico. Há, além disso, línguas excéntricas, que 
näo correspondem ao tipo tradicional das línguas 
da familia tupi -guarani , mas que parecem ser a l -
teradas por um substrato estrangeiro. 
2 .1 . A maioria dos critérios fónicos sao fonéticos, 
näo fonológicos (no sentido funcional da escola de 
Praga). O critério das consoantes fináis mostra o 
mantimento destas näo só numa lingua antiga como 
o tupinambá, mas em muitas línguas amazónicas, 
embora muitas vezes de maneira imperfeita, e a sua 
queda em todas as línguas meridionals, na maioria 
das bolivianas e em wayäpi, lingua amazónica. O 
acento agudo das palavras é típico do tupi antigo, 
do guaraní paraguaio e seus parentes mais próximos 
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(mbyá, kalwá, apapocuva), assim que de multas l í n -
guas amazónicas. A compara?ao mostra, porém, que 
o acento grave näo é uma rara excegao, por e x -
emplo no caso do chiriguano, onde se tem pensado 
numa influencia do quichua, mas é um fenómeno 
que se encontra em 13 das 29 línguas estudadas: 
em todas as línguas bolivianas, mas também em 
línguas amazónicas (wayapi, assurini, cocama) e 
numa lingua meridional (xetá) . Este fato demonstra 
que, na proto- l íngua, o acento provavelmente näo 
era fixado numa determinada sílaba e que tanto o 
acento agudo como o acento grave sao possíveis 
ñas línguas tupi -guarani . 
2 .2 . Os demais critérios sao a estabilidade das s í l a -
bas oposta a diversos graus de síncope, a e x i s t e n -
cia e fungao da nasalidade, a distingao combinato-
ria entre oclusivas prenasalizadas e nasals d m b - m ] , 
(nd -n l , (ng -n] ) , a distingao igualmente combinatoria 
entre [j] e Tñ), entre [gw] e Iw], o mantimento de 
V j / como (j), de V p / e a existencia da oclusao 
glotal (?]. 
A evolupao de ' / ? / e ' / c / ñas posigöes i n t e r v o c á -
lica e inicial mostra uma grande diversidade de 
soluQoes. O nexo '(ti) é mantido ñas línguas m e r i -
dionals, com a excepäo do mbyá e xetá, em c h i r i -
guano, tembé, parintintin, juma, cocama, aweti e 
sateré -mawé e é palatalizado e assibilado em (si), 
Ici) ou (el) ñas demais línguas. Outros critérios 
fonicos sao a existencia de / h / , a evolugao do 
nexo ' / i / + V ^ / ou V e / , do nexo ' / p w / , de V k / 
e a estabilidade das vogais primitivas. 
2 .3 A comparagäo de todos os critérios fonicos 
aplicados a cada lingua estudada mostra uma g r a n -
de coeréncia entre o avañe'é e kaiwá, o parintintin 
e juma, o apapocuva e mbyá, entre ambos dialetos 
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estudados do chiriguano, do wayäpi, do assurini, 
entre o émérillon e canoeiro, o guajajara e tembé 
e, em nivel algo Inferior, entre o tapirapé e o k a -
maiurá, o kamaiurá e o guajajara e entre o kaiabl, 
o wayäpi e o kamaiurá. Em geral, as semelhangas 
existem mormente entre as línguas dos grupos r e -
gionais, isto é entre as linguas meridionals da uma 
e entre as línguas amazónicas da outra. Entre as 
últimas só o parintintin e juma e, em menor m e d i -
da, o urubu, tendem para o grupo merdional. Entre 
as línguas bolivianas o guarayo e, em menor m e d i -
da, o chiriguano fazem claramente parte do grupo 
meridional. Siriono e pauserna-guara^ug'wä ocupam 
postos intermédios, divergentes de todos os grupos. 
Ainda mais divergentes säo o guayakí, xetá , c o c a -
ma, awetí e sateré -mawé. 
3 .1 . Os critérios morfológicos demonstrara a e x i s -
tencia ou perda das respetivas funQÖes gramaticais 
e, com isto, o caráter conservador ou inovador das 
línguas. As consoantes iniciáis variáveis segundo a 
fungäo sintática ( t - , r - , h - ou variantes) , c o n s e r -
vadas, pelo menos parcialmente, em todas as l í n -
guas menos em guayakí, cocama e aweti, d i f e r e n -
cam as línguas de tipo tupi -guarani de línguas de 
origem provavelmente nao tupi -guarani , que a d o t a -
ram uma parte do léxico tradicional t u p i - g u a r a n i e, 
com isto, certos aspetos da sua fonética, mas nao a 
estrutura gramatical básica. Outro critério, com 
respeito ás línguas que conservara a alternancia 
das consoantes iniciáis variáveis , é a forma da 
distingao entre a fungao atributiva (em geral r - ) e 
a funpao predicativa (em geral h - ) . A maioria das 
línguas conserva a distincäo entre ref lexivo e n ä o -
ref lexivo ñas terceiras pessoas das formas nomináis. 
Só no assurini, tapirapé, kaiabl e, parcialmente, o 
sa teré -mawé estenderam esta distingäo a todas as 
pessoas gramaticais, traco caraterístico de línguas 
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amazónicas n ä o - t u p i - g u a r a n i . 
3 .2 . Os demais critérios morfológicos säo o sistema 
mesmo das pessoas gramaticais, a distin^äo entre 
marcadores pessoais para nomes e para verbos, a 
distingao entre os marcadores verbais de pessoa 
simples e aqueles caraterizados por um infixo - i -
( a i - , ( e ) r e i - , o i - , . . . ) , a existencia da forma t i -
para marcar a 1» p. inclusiva do plural nos verbos 
transitivos, as formas da negacao, a existencia do 
modo optativo em t - , as formas do futuro verbal , a 
existencia de diferenciagSes aspetuais nos nomes e 
a conserva?ao ou perda das formas tradicionais dos 
sufixos nominalizadores e da jerarquizagäo s i n t é t i -
ca; a existencia das vozes ref lexiva, recíproca, 
fat i t iva e f a t i t i v a - s o c i a t i v a . A formagáo de palavras 
t r a d i c i o n a l t e s t e m u n h a - s e pelo mantimento dos 
morfemas ' - m o - e ' - c a r - ; a morfología dos objetos 
direitos pronominais pelos infixos ' - p o r o - , ' - o r o - e 
• - o p o - ; a tradiconal morfología pronominal pela 
existencia de formas correspondentes a ' s e s e / h e s e , 
' i x u - ( - p e , - g w i ) e ' a 'e , forma tradicional do p r o -
nome da 3» pessoa, sustituida nalgumas línguas 
amazónicas pela inovagao ija. Os últimos dois c r i t é -
rios r e f e r e m - s e á existencia duma distingáo de sexo 
nos pronomes da 3» pessoa e á distincäo mais geral 
entre formas lingüísticas distintas para mulheres e 
homens, categoría pouco difundida ñas línguas t u p i -
guarani. 
4 .1 . A comparaQäo das línguas com respeito aos 
critérios gramaticais faz ver menos diferenciapäo 
entre línguas amazónicas e línguas meridionals do 
que no dominio fónico. Mas, mais uma vez, se o b -
serva urna clara distlngáo entre línguas t ipológica-
mente bem marcadas como conservadoras, como 
inovadoras e como intermédias. Neste conjunto p r e -
c i s a - s e entender o termo "inovador" antes como 
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' relativo a urna lingua de origera n ä o - t u p i - g u a r a n i 
que so imperfeitamente adotou a estrutura gramati -
cal e morfológica do tupi -guarani . A comparapäo 
morfológica mostra sobretudo que até as mais r e -
motas línguas tupi -guarani , que estäo separadas as 
urnas das outras áz vezes por milhares de quilóme-
tros, apresentam, na sua grande maioria, uro quadro 
surpreendente de uniformidade gramatical, a pesar 
das particularidades morfológicas e sintáticas de 
cada uma délas. O aweti e sateré -mawé ocupam 
postos ainda mais extremos de divergencia com as 
línguas conservadoras, debido á escassez de dados 
accessíveis , que o guayakí e o cocama. E x t r a v a g a n -
tes säo também o urubu e siriono, marginals o k a -
iabi e o émérillon. 
4 .2 . A comparagäo integral com respeito aos c r i t é -
rios fónicos e morfológicos confirma mais ou menos 
o agrupamento em línguas meridionals, com grandes 
semelhangas mútuas, embora o mbyá e multo mais 
ainda o xetá divergirem da norma ( v e j a - s e o e s q u e -
ma na pág. 111) , e línguas amazónicas, com s u b -
grupos formados pelo parintintin e juma, pelo t e -
mbé e guajajara, junto com o kamaiurá, pelos dois 
dialetos do wayapi e, em medida menos evidente, 
do assurini e pelo émérillon e canoeiro. Confirma 
também as relapóes entre certas línguas amazónicas 
e merdionais (tembé e avañe'é , parintintin e kaiwá/ 
tupinambá. Confirma, mais além, a distin?äo entre 
o caráter conservador da maioria das línguas, o 
caráter multo menos conservador do urubu, p a u s e r -
na -guarasug 'wä e siriono e o caráter nítidamente 
alheio do guayaki, cocama, sateré -mawé e aweti, 
que fazem parte do tronco tupi, mas nao da familia 
tupi -guarani (em termos de A. Rodrigues). As l í n -
guas bolivianas finalmente nao formam um grupo 
particular, mas di ferenpam-se em línguas de tipo 
conservador (guarayo e chiriguano-tapyi , mais que 
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o chir iguano-ava) e em línguas inovadoras como o 
pauserna-guaraSug'wä e mais ainda o siriono. Para 
o cocama e o siriono os resultados diferem dos 
obtidos ñas classificagSes de Lemle e Rodrigues. 
5. Na tipología de Humboldt cada lingua tem o seu 
tipo individual. Nao foi este que se buscou neste 
estudo, mas urna classificagäo interna dum grupo de 
línguas segundo o parentesco. Os nossos resultados 
podem ser um fundamento para ulteriores pesquisas 
sobre a historia e as rela?5es históricas entre estas 
línguas que ainda sao longe de estar claras. 
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El presente estudio - una investi-
gación lingüística comparativa de 
las lenguas tupí-guaraní - intenta 
esclarecer las relaciones genéticas 
entre los diferentes idiomas de 
esta familia de lenguas indígenas 
sudamericanas. En la compara-
ción de datos recientes y últimos 
de 29 de estas lenguas, el autor 
se apoya en 17 criterios fonéticos 
y fonológicos así como en 34 
morfológico-gramaticales, selec-
cionados cada vez según su facul-
tad de exposición respecto a la 
proximidad 'conservadora' al, res-
pectivamente su distanciamiento 
'innovatorio' del 'proto-tupi-gua-
raní' reconstruido. Este, a su vez, 
no es concebido como una lengua 
específica o uniforme, tomándose 
en cuenta también las influencias 
y los efectos posteriores sobre 
lenguas de otra procedencia. En 
un examen comparativo detallado 
de diversos criterios y diferentes 
lenguas, llega el autor a una 
nueva clasificación interna, en la 
cual se va confirmando entre 
otros también una clara estructura-
ción en un grupo sureño y otro 
amazónico. 

